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May First, International Workers Day, is coming! First proclaimed a 
. worldwide holiday by the international workers organization led by Marx, it is 
a day which forcefully stands for the international unity of the proletariat and 
its mission to turn the whole world upside down. In this issue we are 
publishing a call to action by the Revolutionary Communist Party. USA. It is a 
call to the proletariat and oppressed people from whatever part of the globe . 
who are presently living in the U.S. to carry this struggle forward to the maxi
mum this year within the belly of this beast as a component part of the world
wide struggle toward the common goal. The text appears this week in eight 
languages (see pull-out section pp. 9 to 16) and we ask for help in translating 
it into more.

This call is a first draft. We hope many different people and organiza
tions will circulate it in different languages, make criticisms of it and collect 
suggestions for it and forward them to us before the end of March so that it 
can be republished in final form—all contributing to even more powerful in
ternationalist actions on May 1st.
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of money. It was bound to happen.”

The aftermath of the rampaging police "search”.

ing, this attitude is significant.
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stability possible is rapidly reve 
itself, and this has had the most 
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The talk on the streets among 
youth is the shooting of the cops w;
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busting people. And people don’t 
$50 to spare to get out of jail. Tf

particular that the authorities are trj 
to suppress by unleashing the pigs to 
amok for a few days.

PUSH reports that scores of people 
have called in to relate stories of rifle- 
toting pigs who kicked down their doors, 
ransacked their homes and pointed guns 
at the heads of their children. The Cook 
County Bar Association, an organization 
of Black lawyers, has received 190 com
plaints from people who were dragged to 
the police station, interrogated and held 
up to 30 hours for no other crime than 
being young and Black. Southside 
ministers and community groups have 
made additional reports of police brutali
ty, and all of this represents only a frac
tion of the abuse heaped on Black people 
in the week since the slayings.

For several days this heavyhanded 
repression was virtually blacked out by 
the major media while the police were 
praised for their “professionalism.” But 
when the mountain of police brutality 
charges became too high to ignore, the 
bourgeoisie counter-attacked with an ef
fort to create public opinion in favor of 
the crackdown. The media rose to the oc
casion with new levels of hysteria as the 
cop killings were seized upon to turn up 
the volume on a campaign of slanderous 
attacks on Black people that has been 
running for months now. The major 
themes of this campaign were concen
trated in rank and raw form in a 
February 15 column by Mike Royko, a 
big gun for the Chicago Sun Times who

house, knocking down the front door. 
“They snatched the sheets off my 
daughter and put a gun to her head while 
others put a shotgun to mine and a pistol 
to my wife’s head,” said Smith. “They 
threw my two sons from the second floor 
down the flight of stairs. They were not 
dressed and were asleep. The officers 
began to tear up our furniture looking 
for the suspects they said killed the 
policemen.”

Smith went on to describe how the pigs 
snatched the covers off him and his sleep
ing wife. The whole family was ordered 
to face the wall with their hands up. “My 
little girl was in near hysteria. My sons, 
Anthony and Kenneth-Hall, were dazed 
and lying on the floor.” Anthony, 18, 
was hauled into the police station as a 
suspect. He was later released with no 
charge.

Alonzo Pinex, 18, was at home with 
his younger brothers and sisters. When 
the 10-year-old heard a knock at the door 
and opened it, 30 plainclothes cops push
ed past her and began ransacking the 
house, overturning beds and tables, 
dumping out drawers and breaking the 
furniture. Alonzo was dragged outside 
with no shoes or coat and beaten at the 
police station with a flashlight. He was

was trotted out to fire a put down against 
those who would dare to charge “police 
brutality.”

For openers, this column paints a pic
ture of Black people who are alternately 
“suffering from terminal stupidity” or 
who are gangbangers. (“In all the com
plaints about police excesses that I’ve 
heard... all I’ve heard about are wound
ed egos,” declared Royko. “And 1 have 
some difficulty working up sympathy for 
the wounded ego of a member of the In
sane Idiots or any other street gang.”) 
Starting from this premise, it’s a short 
hop to the conclusion that police violence 
is perfectly justified. Then there is the 
ominous note that the captured suspects 
were “lucky to be (taken) alive,” which 
can only be interpreted as a death threat 
against the Black masses since the 
“suspects” in this case are any Black 
male old enough to wear long pants. And 
the clincher to this whole rabidly racist 
argument is the following: “If anyone 
has any reason to complain about this 
case.. .it’s the families of the two young 
policemen who arc now dead and 
buried." This is the bottom line—Blacks 
have no right to speak about police bru
tality since they are nothing but 
gangbangers terrorizing the populace. 
The cops, on the other hand, have been 
painted as virtual saints by contrast. 
Since the killings we have heard an end
less string of eulogies that they were “do
ing God’s work,” were model neighbors 
and friends, and that how their families 
“live with stress.”

Terror Unleashed
This idyllic picture of noble family 

men notwithstanding, the clampdown 
enforced since the afternoon of February 
9 has revealed once again the terror that 
Black people are subjected to at the 
hands of the police. What happened to 
Patricia and Alvin Smith, the parents of 
five kids, is typical. The Smiths had just 
gone to sleep in .their Southside home 
when six or seven cops stormed into the

later released without charge.
Within hours of the shooting, all the 

streets in Auburn were blocked off with 
the cops picking up anyone unlucky 
enough to be out. Aerial surveillance was 
conducted for two days by helicopters 
sweeping overhead Victnam-style. All 
bars, pool halls and hangouts were im
mediately vacated because of constant 
raids by the police looking for.more 

suspects.” Mothers have ordered even 
their small children off the streets. On the 
fourth day of the search, police promised 
that the dragnet for the getaway car 
would be cast over the whole city, pro
viding further opportunities to terrorize 
lhu jnlire Black P°Pulation. This was 
called “the largest and best organized

Continued on page 23
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Chicago. On February 9 at 2:00 in the 
afternoon, police patrolling the Black 
Southside neighborhood of Auburn pull
ed a car over at 81st and Morgan Streets. 
But what began as, they say, a routine 
stop did not end that way. According to 
the police version of the story, as Officer 
Fahey ordered the driver to submit to a 
search and then attempted to place hand
cuffs on him, a scuffle ensued. The Black 
man grabbed Fahey’s .357 magnum, shot 
both of the pigs and then sped off. Fahey 
was sent then and there to his final 
resting place to be joined by his partner 
O’Brien the next morning. The shootings 
brought the Chicago pig death toll to 
three within just five short days. On 
February 5, cop James Doyle was blown 
away as he attempted to arrest a 22-year- 
old Black man on a public bus.

Underneath the non-stop appeals for 
“tougher law enforcement” that have 
been emanating from the authorities 
since the killings, a distinct note of panic 
can be detected. At least two hundred po
lice were immediately turned loose to 
wreak vengeance on the community of 
Auburn where the shootings occurred, 
prompting even that renowned lackey 
Jesse Jackson to label the area “a war 
zone.” In a statement delivered as a war
ning to the ruling class, the leader of 
Operation PUSH declared pointedly, 
"This ice is going to melt and unemploy
ment is at record levels. Unless there is 
calmness and leadership, we will have a 
civil war where no one will win."

Not since 1970, when two cops were 
snuffed out by bullets fired from the 
towers of the Cabrini-Green Housing 
Project, has such a widespread rampage 
been unleashed against Black people in 
Chicago. It has been a rampage over 
wide sections of the city, especially on the 
vast Southside. The shooting itself—and 
some of the most intense repression—ac
tually came down in a neighborhood in
habited by the more stably employed 
sections of Black workers. Many of these 
workers were able to move out of the 
projects and into this Southwest side 
community around 10-15 years ago as the 
struggle against discrimination, combin
ed with the world position of U.S. im
perialism, helped to open some better in
dustrial jobs to Blacks. But the economic
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by Bob Avakian
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Developments in Bob Avakian's 
Refugee Status Case

Recently, Bob A vakian responded to a number of 
questions from a comrade who has been involved in the 
revolutionary struggle throughout the decades of the 
’60s, '70s and into the ‘80s. The answers elaborate on a 
number of questions raised in the talk, ' 'Conquer the 
World? The International Proletariat Must and Will,' ’ 
just published as a special issue of Revolution 
magazine. These answers (edited from a tape) are being 
published in serial form in the RW. Previous sections 
ran in RW Nos. 136-142.

All the rejected material was sent back 
io the appeals commission by attorneys 
in the case, insisting they accept it. Since 
then, additional material has been sent 
off and received by the commission. 
From these facts we conclude that the 
commission is either accepting the 
material necessary to Bob Avakian’s 
appeal, or is coming up with new 
maneuvers.

I n light of all this we are asking people 
to hold off for now on sending more 
telegrams, while staying tense in antici
pation of further twists and turns in the 
case. We thank all who have sent 
telegrams.

ISA:

not a straight-line way. The line will determine whether 
the party gets stronger quantitatively at least in the sense 
of that it’s able to grow generally (though not in a one-to- 
one or mechanical way ) in proportion with the growth 
of social ferment, political movement and activity and 
struggle, and particularly the leaps that take place 
toward and then in the development of a revolutionary 
situation.

Growth of the Parly & World Developments
1 don’t think a party can or should grow in a straight- 

line kind of way. Even if you say “through ebbs and 
flows and spirals” I still don’t think that its motion 
should be from smaller to bigger over any given period of 
time, say ten years, regardless of what’s happening not 
only in that country but most fundamentally in the world 
as a whole. If the world as a whole is generally entering a 
period of ebb, then maybe, like Lenin said in What Is To 
Be Done?, you have to know how to defend and main
tain aloft the revolutionary banner in periods of revolu
tionary depression. He didn’t say you have to expand 
and grow and develop in such periods or at all times. 
That would be, 1 think, undialectical and unmaterialist. 
That’s also an error that has been a big component of the 
wrong thinking of the international communist move
ment, that you ought to be able to grow quantitatively (if 
you are on the correct road at least) regardless of what’s 
going on in the world and, as part of that, in the country 
that you are situated in.

Someone a while back asked about the history of our 
party, wanted to know all about it. So I said, well our 
party was founded in 1975 and 1 guess you could say that 
was the low point of the party. And that’s a way of saying 
that there was a certain history before our party was 
founded and since then there has been tremendous strug
gle and development. At the particular time our party 
was founded the U.S., and the world as a whole, was in 
the midst of an ebb, and along with that, interpenetrating 
with the objective situation, there was the influence of 
opportunist lines, the Menshevism, that existed in our 
ranks and was able to achieve quite a bit of corrosion 
(without fundamentally changing our line to a counter
revolutionary one). But it was able to corrode the revolu
tionary character of our party )o a significant degree. 
That was at its high point in that period of the founding 
of our party and shortly afterwards. And while it’s not 
mechanically or deterministically related one-to-one 
with the objective situation in the world, including in the 
U.S. at that time, it was obviously strengthened by that. 
(Proof of the fact that it’s not deterministically related to 
it is the fact that since the split with the Mensheviks, 
they’ve gone completely into the quicksand, buried 
themselves in it and now are eating it, whereas we have 
made leaps in forging further along a revolutionary line. 
And it’s been the same objective situation in the world 
and including in the U.S. that we both are operating 
within.) But even saying that and taking that into ac
count, still that objective situation did exert a strong in
fluence, a strong pull, and strengthened the Menshevik 
tendencies and corrosion.

I made that statement that the founding of our party 
was its lowpoint to indicate that you can’t treat the ques
tion of a party metaphysically. Here we founded the par
ty and we’ve talked about how it was a great victory that 
the party was able to be formed. Well actually it was, 
because the real victory is that out of all the upsurge of 
the ‘60s a revolutionary vanguard was able to be forged 
and preserved and was able to carry through, with 
whatever corrosion did go on, and'emerge in this period 
of tremendously sharpening contradictions and growing 
opportunities worldwide as well as growing tendencies 
toward war. A revolutionary vanguard was forged and 
actually was tempered and strengthened and is in a posi
tion where it can make advances in the period ahead. If it 
continues on the road it’s on, it has the real possibility of 
leading the revolutionary movement if the objective con
ditions ripen fully for that.

A party was formed and, even with all that was bad 
about that period, taking its principal aspect it had a cor
rect line. Especially, I think, that has shown in what has 
endured and been built on since that time and further 
developed, which is its line on the overall world situation, 
the line on revolutionary defeatism and the criticisms it 
made (even though they were only partial and still didn’t 
represent a thorough rupture, they were still criticisms in 
an important direction) of the past policy of the Com
intern as concentrated in the Dimitroff line and the line 
of the Seventh World Congress. If there hadn’t been 
that, then the present line and policies of our party would 
not be explainable. We didn’t leap out of nowhere. We 
leaped from somewhere, a very sharply contradictory 
somewhere. We had a very sharply contradictory line 
that was loaded down with and corroded by a lot of 
economism, but also had a very strong revolutionary 
kernel which took important expression around the 
world situation and around proletarian internationalism 
and revolutonary defeatism in opposition to social 
chauvinism.

To ‘Be Around' Is Not An End In Itself
But, with all that, the point precisely is to say that a 

party is not a metaphysical thing. What I’m getting to is 
the statement that was made at the time of our founding 
party congress that “this is the second time the party of 

Continued on page 18

Q: To continue with the party and to deal with the 
point that you brought up a number of times here about 
developing the party quantitatively and qualitatively: in 
“Conquer the World? The International Proletariat Can 
and Will” you brought out that the key was quality and 1 
would like to get into these two aspects now and how you 
see that.

BA: Well, let’s take an obvious negative example to 
show in an extreme form why quantity cannot be made 
principal which is the revisionist parties, or the parties 
that were part of the Third International and ended up 
revisionist, such as the CPUSA or the CP of France, etc; 
The CP of France, for example, just hands out leaflets 
and says, “Sign up with the Communist Party; sign here 
to join the Communist Party"; it’s like mass enrollment 
and the CPUSA does the same thing. They put out a 
pamphlet and you can write in and get a free, cut-rate 
membership to the CP. And the British CP, for ex
ample—1 remember hearing stories about how they did 
the same thing as the CPUSA did during the ’30’s and the 
war. They would have mass rallies and at the end of it 
just sign up people on the spot. The CPUSA sometimes 
used to sign up 1500 members all at one time at a big mass 
rally.

Well, that’s a certain kind of quantity, but the quality 
was obviously of very low character. These were not real
ly communists that were joining these parties—I mean 
the parties were not really communist either. That’s a lit
tle bit of a flip way to say it, but even at that time there 
were serious, serious deviations from Marxism-Leninism 
in the line of the CPUSA for example, and their method 
of building the party was a,rather sharp expression of 
that kind of opportunism, reformism, patriotism, etc. 
and the deformation in the direction of just plain 
bourgeois democracy and bourgeois ideology in general.

But obviously these were not communists who were 
joining the party. How could someone join the party on 
the spot like that just off the street and be a communist? 
At the most you could say that there is someone who has 
some strong class feelings and maybe a basic sense of the 
need for revolution, but certainly they are not a Marxist- 
Leninist; certainly they don’t have a communist con
sciousness. Of course that is not a metaphysical thing, as 
if one day you acquire communist consciousness. But 
there are leaps, and there is a leap to when you join the 
party. In particular with people drawn from among the 
masses that do have both the material interests and also a 
basic ideological stand for proletarian revolution, you 
don't have to do a tremendous, an extended period of 
training and preparation before they can join. Most of 
their training in fact should take place inside the party. 
And that’s a very important point to stress. But they still 
should be recruited only after they have been worked 
with. Even on an obvious level you should check to make 
sure they’re not police agents. But even beyond this, a 
certain amount of work should go on with them in prac
tice; they should get some kind of practical training, and 
also some kind of ideological training and a theoretical 
groundwork of a certain basic kind before they can come 
into the party and work and struggle in that arena and get 
the bulk of ongoing training as a party member.

1 remember an extreme example where somebody told 
me that they had a relative working in the steel industry 
and one day a bunch of people came to go to a meeting to 
organize the union or something like that. They took this 
person’s relative to the meeting and on the way they told 
him that they were members of the CP and they asked the 
guy to join. And the guy said, “Well, hey, I’m a believ-

Last December, we brought to 
people’s attention the fact that the 
appeals commission reviewing Bob 
Avakian's demand for political refugee 
status in France had refused to accept the 
first batch of testimony on political 
persecution in the U.S.—unless it was all 
translated into French. This amounted to 
an obvious move to avoid hearing any of 
the testimony collected from the masses 
and was also an attempt to impose 
conditions far beyond the means of 
almost all immigrants living in France. 
We asked people to protest through 
telegrams.

ing, practicing Catholic.” And they said, “Well that 
doesn’t make any difference.” And the guy said, “Does 
to me.” There’s a sharp example of where he was more 
principled than they were. And suppose they persuaded 
him to join. What kind of party are you building by do
ing that? So these are all extreme examples, but they 
make a point. And the point is that saying quality is prin
ciple over quantity is another way of saying what was 
pointed out in “Conquer the World...” that line is the 
key link. In other words, people have to be won to a cer
tain line; and even more basic than that, of course, is the 
quality of the line itself, whether it is in the main and in its 
essence a correct line or incorrect line, a revolutionary 
line or an opportunist line, will determine also the 
character of the party and how it’s built. And while there 
will be ebbs and flows in the party too—people who 
come in, people who leave—the line will determine what 
the overall direction and character of building the party 
is, whether the party gets stronger qualitatively, that is, 
continually deepens its grasp and application of the cor
rect line, and also whether it gets stronger quantitatively 
over time and through ebbs and flows and in a spiral and
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Poland—A Case in Point
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Why Spontaneity Is 
No Damn Good
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n
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At the gates to the Shipyards at Gdansk, summer 1980.

Spontaneity—the worship of it has 
always been the scourge of the revolu
tionary movement. This has certainly 
been true in Poland where a powerful 
mass movement involving millions is 
now attempting to come to grips with the 
present impasse—a most abrupt and 
quite unspontaneous martial law crack
down by the revisionist rulers. There are 
many—both in Poland and else
where—who have been fascinated and, it 
must be said, somewhat blinded by the 
fact that what emerged from the Lenin 
Shipyards in Gdansk in August 1980 was 
indeed a genuine workers' movement, 
one which seemed to multiply as if by 
magic and which rose more or less spon
taneously to challenge the ruling powers 
that be. The infatuation with this has ob
jectively been a significant trend among 
those who support the Polish struggle in
ternationally and there has been a strong 
tendency to trail behind and uphold the 
movement almost because of its spon
taneous character.

But for those who would make a reli
gion of the “pure spontaneous” work
ers’ movement, the martial law clamp
down and the vicious repression meted 
out in Poland should be a warning and an 
indication that there are some lessons to 
be learned here. Not the least of these is 
that revolution—at least genuine, eman
cipating proletarian revolution—doesn’t 
stand a chance in hell without a deter
mined and protracted struggle precisely 
against the influence of spontaneity.

Lenin had some things to say about 
this question in What Is To Be 
Done?—many of which sound as if they 
had been written specifically to address 
the situation in Poland today. For in
stance, at one point he comments that, 
“Indeed, no one, we think, has up to 
now doubted that the strength of the 
present-day movement lies in the 
awakening of the masses (principally, the 
industrial proletariat), and that its 
weakness lies in the lack of consciousness 
and initiative among the revolutionary 
leaders.” Indeed, the spontaneous 
awakening of the Polish workers on a 
broad scale, and the influence this has ex
erted on other strata, has been a great 
strength: it shows, as Lenin said, that 
“the ‘spontaneous element’, in essence, 
represents nothing more nor less than 
consciousness in an embryonic form." 
But as he also emphasized, it is just 
that—embryonic—and what stands out

in Poland is that (leaving aside for a mo
ment the conscious spokesmen for U.S. 
imperialism in the Church and elsewhere) 
the honest leaders of the movement have, 
at best, tailed behind and, at worst, wor
shipped the “spontaneous element,” 
adapting themselves to the prevailing 
level of consciousness with some disas
trous, and predictable, results.

Spontaneity is anything but something 
pure and pristine, something which as
serts itself “at random” and exercises its 
influence abstracted from the realm of 
class struggle. It is, in fact, part of the 
prevailing atmosphere in bourgeois (in
cluding revisionist) society and an ideo
logical weapon in the arsenal of the bour
geoisie against its greatest enemy—the 
consciously revolutionary struggle of the 
masses. Why, Lenin asked, “does the 
spontaneous movement, the movement 
along the line of least resistance, lead to 
the domination of bourgeois ideology? 
For the simple reason that the bourgeois 
ideology is far older in origin than the so
cialist ideology; because it is more fully 
developed and because it possesses 
immeasurably more opportunities for be
ing spread.”

Lenin’s warning here has more than 
general relevance in Poland where the 
line “spontaneously” dominating the 
movement has been tailor-made to fit the 
specific and immediate strategy of West
ern imperialism—i.e. encouraging a cer
tain amount of upheaval to keep things 
“destabilized” while, fundamentally, 
restraining the masses from consciously 
going over to the seizure of power at least 
until a time—war time—more opportune 
for the West.

Linked to this is another point—the 
(often demagogic) deriding of leadership 
“from outside” a “pure workers’ move
ment,” a line which usually is promoted 
in opposition to revolutionary parties 
and/or revolutionary intellectuals. It 
should be clear enough from the example 
of Poland (along with many others) that 
the real target of this objection is "revo
lutionary.'' There will be influence 
“from without”—spontaneous or other
wise—the question is, in what interest? 
The proletariat—at least those sections 
that truly have nothing to lose but their 
chains—is certainly the revolutionary 
class in modern society and the revolu
tionary science of Marxism-Leninism. 
Mao Tsetung Thought corresponds to 
their most basic conditions and interests.

the armed seizure of power, there is some 
other way forward. And this angle has 
been played up by those who, as Lenin 
put it, “imagine that the pure working
class movement can work out, and will 
work out, an independent ideology for it
self _ "—actually an uncanny and far
sighted characterization of a trend that is ' 
pre-eminent in Poland today.

The effects of this line were reflected in 
the remarks of one progressive Polish 
seaman who said he was fed up with what 
he called “red ideology” and remarked 
that: “We need a brand new ideology. 
We’ll make it as we go.”—i.e., as he put 
it, a society on the order of something 
like Sweden or Finland. Such confusion 
is not surprising. There are many such 
honest masses in Poland who have no 
love for either the Eastern or Western 
varieties of bourgeois society and who, 
due to the lack of a revolutionary van
guard, have for the most part been un
able to grasp that what they are up 
against is not socialism, but state-capital
ism operating under a “socialist” cover. 
Lenin spoke powerfully to the underlying 
illusion here: “Since there can be no talk 
of an independent ideology being 

incing step-by-step along the path of ' developed by the masses of workers 
... —--------- 1 ——i._ themselves in the process of their move

ment, the only choice is: either the bour
geois or the socialist ideology. There is no 
middle course (for humanity has not 
created a ‘third’ ideology, and, more
over, in a society torn by class antagon
isms there can never be a non-class or 
above-class ideology). Hence, to belittle 
the socialist ideology in any way, to turn . 
away from it in the slightest degree means 
to strengthen bourgeois ideology.” And 
under present world conditions this 
means the bourgeois ideology of both 
Soviet-style revisionism and Western 
capitalism.

Nationalism and the Troops
Spontaneity has led along the well- 

worn path of straight-up nationalism 
which in the absence of a revolutionary 
communist / proletarian internationalist 
line, will always be a pole toward which 
the workers’ movement in imperialist 
countries will gravitate. The promotion 
of the idea that “renewal” is best for the 
Polish nation and its interests—“Let 
Poles Be Themselves”, etc., etc.—has 
ultimately played right into the hands of 
the revisionist rulers who portrayed their 
martial law clampdown in the very same 
light, appealing to the necessity of “en
ding the chaos” in the best interests of 
the nation, of reaching a “national ac
cord”, etc. Thus the terms of much of 
the struggle were reduced to a bourgeois 
argument about who are the “true up
holders” of the national banner. The 
union leaders’ appeals to nationalism be
came a recipe for erroneously assuming 
that the “sons of Poland” in uniform 
would automatically refuse to be used 
against the workers. (Here, Mao’s 
remark is quite to the point: “If you 
don’t hit it, it won’t fall.”)

It has also come out that one of the 
reasons the top Solidarity leaders made 
few preparations to deal with the 
possibility of a government roundup was 
that they fully expected that workers’ 
protests would erupt as a matter of 
course and on such a scale that the 
government would be forced to come to 
terms. But, while spontaneous explo
sions did occur to a certain extent, they 
were no match for the conscious prepara
tions made by the ruling class to deal with 
them in advance—especially considering 
that in the absence of a conscious “fight 
for the troops” the soldiers spontaneous
ly carried out their orders.

There is much more that could be said, 
and in much greater detail about the 
chilling effect that bowing before spon- 
taneity and the type of bourgeois (vs. 
revolutionary) “diversion" just mention
ed have had on the movement in Poland. 
And, independent of motives, the fact re
mains that, in Lenin’s words: "...all 
worship of the spontaneity of the 
working-class movement, all belittling, 
of ‘the conscious element ’, of the role of 
Social-Democracy, means, quite ir- 
respective of whether the belittler wants 
to or not, strengthening the influence of 
bourgeois ideology over the workers."

To those who would toss in the towel 
in I oland today on the basis of the 
weakness of the conscious revolutionary 
orces, Lenin has some relevant words. 

He declared that: "Yes, our movement is 
Continued on page 20

But this understanding does not dawn 
spontaneously. As Lenin stressed, such 
revolutionary consciousness could never 
appear spontaneously among the work
ers however mightily they appear to be tn 
motion: "It could only be brought to 
them from without,” pointing out that in 
Russia it was members of the non-prole- 
tariat intelligentsia who brought revolu
tionary consciousness to the working 
class movement. The problem in Poland, 
however, is that what has been brought 
to the workers “from without” has, 
frankly, been bourgeois consciousness by 
the largely pro-Western intellectual advi
sors to the Solidarity union and by the 
Catholic Church—a large part of which 

. has been exactly the worship of spon
taneity in various forms. (It need hardly 
be said, ft>r example, that the Church’s 
preaching of “passivity” and “prayer” 
and its calls to “overcome the hatred” 
are an age-old form of such “worship” 
used to blunt' revolutionary con
sciousness.)

Ironically—or, perhaps, not so ironi
cally in this case—it is these intellectuals 
who “from without” have pushed the 
line of a “pure” workers’ movement, ad- 
var
least resistance and confined to the limits 
of prevailing bourgeois-democratic 
aspirations. That this is not at all incom
patible with (and, in large part, has been 
inspired by) Western intriguing can be 
seen from the fact that the U.S. rulers 
themselves have been among the first to 
boast that here, indeed, is a real w-o-r-k- 
e-r-s'l movement.

Diversion
I n more ways than one, the situation in 

Poland illustrates that, as Lenin put it, 
“The greater the spontaneous upsurge of 
the masses, the more widespread the 
movement becomes, so much more ra
pidly, incomparably more rapidly, grows 
the demand for greater consciousness in 
the theoretical, political and organiza
tional work of Social-Democracy (revo
lutionary communism—RW}." For 
revolutionaries, all this serves to under
score the importance of “diversion” 
and, more to the point, diversion “for 
what”. We have said that the question 
posed objectively for the proletariat in 
Poland has been no less than one of state 
power, of who will rule. And as we 
pointed out in the article, “Support 
Every Outbreak of Protest and Rebel
lion” (see R W No. 84 or the pamphlet): 
“.. .it is extremely important to grasp 
that the main task of the communists is 
to divert the spontaneous struggle of the 
masses, particularly the proletariat, to a 
revolutionary struggle. This means 
preparing the masses to go over from the 
spontaneous struggle they are waging to 
something different—an organized of
fensive to seize power from the capitalist 
class. The importance of diverting the 
spontaneous struggles cannot be under
estimated, because in and of themselves 
these spontaneous struggles will never 
lead to a successful revolution even when 
a revolutionary situation develops and it 
is truly the case that millions and millions 
are aroused and in the streets.” The 
ultimate aim of such diversion was well- 
stated by Mao: “The seizure of power by 
armed force, the settlement of the issue 
by war, is the central task and the highest 
form of revolution.” Needless to say, 
this is something that will never happen 
spontaneously.

Unfortunately, however, a large part 
of the “diversion” practiced by the lead
ership of Solidarity over the past year 
and up until martial law has been the in
creasing tendency to channel spontane
ous outbreaks (occupations, street dem
onstrations, etc.—at least those that were 
threatening to mushroom out of control) 
onto an even lower level of struggle. Thus 
the frequent calls for “two-hour warning 
strikes” 4 la the best (bourgeois) tradi
tions of trade unionism, the threat of a 
general strike and then the use of this as 
“pressure” for negotiations. The view 
here has often been one of "wresting 
power" piece-by-piece (a pipedream in 
the real world of capitalist rule) and that 
these eruptions, if properly controlled 
would, in and of themselves, lead to a 
weakening of the government (if not to 
its collapse) to the point where it would 
be lorced to grant the desired economic 
and political concessions.

There has been conscious re
enforcement of the spontaneous belief 
that, short of proletarian revolution and
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THE STATE
VS.

THE DANGEROUS DAUGHTERS
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Break the Chains!
Unleash the Fury of Women 
As a Mighty Force for Revolution!

Long Live Chiang Ching!

tion in order to discipline the youth to be 
“responsible citizens.” What is at issue in 
this proposal—and in the bourgeoise’s 
perverse fascination with the sexual ac
tivities of teenaged women more general
ly—is the matter of female discipline. 
And that means, first and foremost, ac
cepting the role of submissive slaves that 
is at the heart of the oppression of 
women, dedicating your life to caring for 
your “lord and master” and raising 
“his” children in accord with the overall 
demands of the bourgeois state.

While the state has any number of 
forms to enforce this discipline, the fami
ly is the “first line of defense” of 
bourgeois morality in regard to women. 
The ways in which the proper lessons are 
taught are truly myriad, and can and do 
range from endless lectures on the sterling 
qualities of “nice girls” to the widespread 
use of sadistic physical torture and even 
murder—commonly known as “child 
abuse.” The growing incidence of incest 
is also very much a part of the picture 
here. The point is that whether the 
bourgeoisie’s “family discipline” lakes 
the more moderate or the more extreme 
form, the ideological content from which 
the form arises is the same—making sure 
that girls learn the “proper place for a 
woman.”

The ’60s
This traditional role of family morality 

vis d vis its daughters was severely ripped 
by the upheavals of the ’60s and the in
volvement of tens of thousands of young 
women in them, including but not limited 
to the specific focus of fighting against 
the oppression of women. This not only 
forced many parents to re-evaluate their 
own role toward their children, but it also 
forced some concessions from the 
bourgeoisie in this arena—in a period 
where their international position gave 
them more freedom to give them. In the 
early ’70s, family planning centers began 
to be set up around the country—and

Continued on page 18

ried teen-aged women are currently using 
the birth control services of family plann
ing centers, only hint at the problem 
here. According to America’s foremost 
experts on “adolescent socialization,” 
the thinking behind such widespread 
views of contraceptives is revealed in the 
results of “attitude surveys" of 
youth—where such traditional American 
values as religious dogma and the impor
tance of preserving one’s virginity for 
one’s future husband are being rejected 
outright. Furthermore, 58% of the coun
try’s 2 million youthful runaways are fe
male—and everyone knows that they are 
not running away to get married and 
bring up children in the proper setting.

Even those young women who do get 
pregnant and bear children (1.1 million 
teenagers last year) are apparently not 
being properly socialized. Bourgeois 
academic journals have made a big point 
about the fact that the rate of teenage bir
ths outside of marriage has been steadily 
increasing over the past 15 years. This is a 
reflection of a number of factors, in
cluding various bourgeois efforts to limit 
the availability of birth control in local 
areas and the ideology inculcated into 
young women that having a baby is the 
only way to make their lives worthwhile, 
and it usually portends a life of great 
hardship starting at a very early age. But 
what the bourgeoisie is upset about here 
is the fact that, unlike the good old days 
of shotgun weddings, not enough women 
are “legitimizing” the occasion, in fact, 
the very term “illegitimate children” is 
proof enough of what the rulers consider . 
“legitimate”—a family headed by a 
man.

Acts of Congress on the Family
What is obvious from all this is that to

day’s youth—especially female 
youth—do not have a sufficient appre
ciation for America’s family morals. 
This is a matter of great concern for the 
entire bourgeoisie and both the moral 
majority types and the liberals among

All those who want to distribute this poster in various 
ways and through various channels can contact the 
RCP in the following cities: Atlanta. Boston. Chicago. 
Detroit. Los Angeles. New York. San Francisco. Seattle, 
and Washington D.C. (for phone numbers and ad
dresses see page 2). or can write to RCP Publications, 
P.O. Box 3486. Merchandise Mart, Chicago. Illinois 
60654. Those who would like to print this poster can 
obtain printing negatives from the same locations. 
Posters are 17"x22".

International Women’s Day 
Poster Dedicated to 
Comrade Chiang Ching
This vibrant, colorful poster produced last year for Inter
national Women's Day is still available and still very 
relevant for International Women's Day 1982. 
Throughout the storms of the Cultural Revolution and 
the subsequent reactionary coup d'etat. Comrade 
Chiang Ching has provided revolutionary proletarian 
leadership and inspiration to millions worldwide.
The foreground photo of Chiang Ching was taken as 
she defiantly entered the courtroom on the day the 
revisionists sentenced her to death. The background 
scene is from the revolutionary Peking Opera “Red De
tachment of Women" in which Wu Ching-hua. an 
escaped bondsmaid who joined the Red Army, and 
her comrades battle the Kuomintang reactionary 
troops head on in a mountain pass. This opera is one of 
the most well-known of the model works produced 
during the Cultural Revolution under the leadership of 
Chiang Ching.

them have rallied to the defense. Schwei- 
ker’s proposed regulation is based on an 
interpretation of a bill passed unani
mously by both houses of Congress last 
year, and co-sponsored by Teddy Kenne
dy with much of the language provided 
by his equally liberal sister Eunice Shri
ver. This law says, in part, that “preven
tion of adolescent sexual activity and 
adolescent pregnancies depends primari
ly on developing strong family values and 
strong family ties.” Kennedy is certainly 
one of the foremost all-around authori
ties on American family values and their 
application in both the internal and ex
ternal arena; indeed, his own “strong 
family ties” have proved indispensable in 
solving certain difficulties that his active 
practice of typical family morals of the 
bourgeoisie have presented—such as the 
little “incident” at Chappaquiddick. 
(After all, “the family” would have been 
damaged had Mary Jo Kopechne lived.) 
And then there is Jeremiah Denton, a 
former POW and proponent of the origi
nal bill (called the “teenage chastity 
law”) on which Kennedy’s version is bas
ed. In backing up Schweiker’s proposal, 
Denton said that it was “a long overdue 
step toward re-establishing what are long 
overdue parental rights.” While less is 
known about Senator Denton’s persona! 
concerns in this matter, his public con
cerns for the “parental rights” of the 
Vietnamese, on whom he engaged in nu
merous bombing and strafing runs until 
he was righteously brought down, are 
quite well known—and he is equally stri
dent about bringing such familial con
cerns to the Salvadoran people at the pre
sent.

Of course, even American parents have 
severe limitations on their “parental 
rights” as evidenced in the schools and 
streets and as will be even more in 
evidence when the military comes calling 
in the very near future. But there is no 
contradiction here. For the family is sup
posed to operate in conjunction with 
these governmental forms of socializa-

All family planning centers that 
receive federal funds will soon be ordered 
to snitch to the parents of any young 
woman under 18 who receives a birth 
control device or prescription. This was 
the word delivered by Secretary of 
Health and Human Services Richard 
Schweiker when he appeared before a 
House of Representatives Subcommittee 
on February 9th. The current law states 
that “girls should be encouraged to in
volve their families themselves” in such 
decisions, but Schweiker and the class he 
represents are quite worried that this en
couragement is not producing the desired 
results. “We’ve built a Berlin Wall be
tween the kids and the parents,” he told 
the House Subcommitee on Health and 
the Environment. “We think that’s 
wrong.”

The Secretary’s concern is quite 
reminiscent of the prison guard in the 
1967 Paul Newman movie Coo/ Hand 
Luke, who kept stressing “What we have 
here is a failure to communicate,” as he 
brutally bludgeoned the rebellious 
prisoner. Apparently there are far too 
many teenage women who have failed to 
respond to the bourgeoisie’s “communi
cation” of the family morals appropriate 
for the times. Lady Di (who willingly of
fered proof of her fitness for His Lord
ship on their wedding night in accord 
with royal custom), Marie “I’m still a 
virgin and proud of it” Osmond, and 
Barbie are just not gathering the follow
ing required. Indeed, the American 
rulers' vast concern over this and related 
questions brings to mind a line from 
another cultural work of the '60s—the 
old Bob Dylan song that goes “Your 
sons and your daughters are beyond your 
command”—with the emphasis here on 
the daughters.

It seems that these daughters have been 
noticeably reluctant to base their outlook 
and whole life on the approved goal of 
“service to family,” with the bottom line 
being fathers and husbands. Statistics, 
such as the fact that 1-1/2 million unmar-
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to the U.S. In a desperate attempt to bolster their beleaguered puppet regime.

Salvadoran troops training at Ft. Bragg. The entire 500-man class of officer can
didates at the Salvadoran military academy, as well as 1,000 troops, have been sent
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Khomeini Regime Strikes 
Leaders of Mojahedin 
Peykar

Cornered Rats 
Speak Out 
On El Salvador

On Wednesday, February 10, Radio 
Tehran programming was interrupted by 
a message from the Khomeini regime 
stating that the Pasdaran, the so-called 
revolutionary guards, had delivered "a 
present to the Iranian people on the 3rd 
anniversary of the revolution." This 
latest gift of the Khomeini regime con
sisted in attacks on leading members of 
the People’s Mojahedin and the Peykar 
organization.

On the morning of February 8, 1,800 
heavily-armed Pasdaran surrounded the 
five-story apartment building in North 
Tehran where members of the Mojahe
din were meeting. After fierce fighting 
for 3 hours, Mousa Khiabani, com
mander of all Mojahedin forces in Iran 
was killed. Killed with Khiabani in the 
battle were his wife Azar Reza’i, Ashraf 
Rabi'i, who is married to exiled Mojahe
din leader Massoud Rajavi, and 18 other 
Mojahedin fighters.

On the following day, in what the 
regime described as a coordinated attack 
on 22 hideouts of the Peykar organiza
tion, several leading members of Peykar 
were captured. Reuters news agency 
reported the sound of heavy fighting in 
downtown Tehran during this time.

These attacks, deliberately timed and 
executed to coincide with the anniversary 
of the revolution, were clearly meant to 
deliver a message to the people of Iran, 
and to cut off the head of various revolu
tionary organizations, in a situation 
where the brutal attacks of the regime

‘.j T ■ -

These three quotes from the Feb. 17, 
1982 New York Times are a good 
representation of the intensifying U.S. 
“concern” over the situation in El 
Salvador which has heated up con
siderably in recent weeks. They also 
demonstrate the growing thrust on the 
part of the U.S. ruling class toward a 
significant increase in U.S. military ac
tivity in El Salvador and environs in the 
near future on top of already large in
creases in military aid made several 
weeks ago. The question of actual large 
scale use of U.S. troops or troops from 
“somewhere else” is being posed both 
frequently and urgently from many cor
ners. U.S. spokesmen are way out there 
rabidly “refusing to rule out any 
possibility for U.S. action in El 
Salvador.” And some of the possibilities 
are being floated out as well. CBS News 
reported that S600-S800 million in U.S. 
economic and military aid to El Salvador 
was slated to be requested for the next 18 
months—a figure that would put El 
Salvador behind only Israel, Egypt and 
Turkey in the U.S.’ receiving line. In a 
related story, CBS also reported on a 
“confidential" CIA report notifying the 
Reagan administration that the 
Salvadoran guerrillas could only be 
defeated through the introduction of 
U.S. combat troops. The following day, 
the Washington Post featured a front 
page article under the banner headline,

life imprisonment, and was jailed for 8 
years under the Shah. Khiabani got out 
of the Shah’s prison II days before the 
1979 uprising when the prison gates were 
stormed by the masses. Azar Reza i has 
been active in the Mojahedin since she 
was a young girl as had her brothers and 
sisters. She is now the fifth child of the 
Reza’i family to be killed in Iran; four of 
her brothers and sisters were killed under 
the Shah. Ayatollah Khomeini has now 
condemned this whole family to death. 
Ashraf Rabi’i, married to Mojahedin 
leader Rajavi, joined the Mojahedin in 
the mid-1970s. Her first husband, a. 
member of Mojahedin, was killed in 1975 
in a clash with SAVAK. Ashraf was jail
ed three times in the struggle against the 
Shah and severely tortured. Among 
other political activities, Ashraf trained 
women in the use of weapons.

Among the Peykar leadership reported 
captured were Hossein Ahmadi Rohani, 
Ali Reza Sepasi Ashtiani, Masoud 
Mahammadi, and Masoud Gigari. Two 
of these fighters were popularly known in 
Iran because they were pul forward by 

■ Peykar as candidates for the Majlis 
(Parliament) before leftist candidates 
were barred from running by the regime. 
Ali Reza Ashtiani was drawn into 
political life during a popular uprising in 
Tehran in the early ’60s. Arrested, he was 
imprisoned for four years by the Shah, 
and then built an Islamic revolutionary 
group which merged with the Mojahe
din. Living as an underground fighter for

7 years, he participated in the capture 
and execution of an infamous general of 
t he Shah. Then t raveling abroad he spent 
time in guerilla camps in Lebanon and 
Oman, fighting against troops sent by the 
Shah to repress a revolutionary move
ment in Oman. Subsequently he joined 
Peykar, part of the Marxist-Leninist 
movement in Iran.

Hossein Rohani was a veteran of 19 
years of struggle in Iran, one of the 
foundingmembers of lheMojahedinanda 
member of its Central Committee. As 
political struggle intensified in Iran, he 
later became a founding member of 
Peykar. For the last year and a half 
Rohani’s picture has been posted in 
wanted posters on walls all over Iran, yet 
he was never betrayed by the masses.

In its foul attacks and murders of these 
people, the current regime only further 
exposes itself in its blood-soaked reaction 
and ever-quickening capitulation to im
perialism. At this writing the condition 
of the captured Peykar leaders is 
unknown, but the policy of the gangsters 
of the ruling Islamic Republic Party has 
been to execute all captured Mojahedin 
and Marxist-Leninists.

In a display of internationalist solidari
ty, Komala, a revolutionary organization 
based among the Kurdish people in Iran, 
has sent word to the UN Secretary- 
General Javier Perez de Cuellar and the 
Iranian government offering to exchange 
captured 1RP officials for Peykar 
prisoners held by the regime. In response 
to the attacks of the regime, February 12 
programs held by supporters of the Kho
meini regime in Houston, Cleveland, 
New York and Berkeley, California were 
disrupted by supporters of the Peykar 
organization, Iranian students in Paris 
occupied the Iran Air office on Saturday, 
February 13, and marches were held in 
West Germany which included the par
ticipation of workers and students from 
Turkey, now living in West Germany. 1 I

against a broad array of opposition 
forces have failed to quell resistance. The 
government itself has admitted that there 
have been an average of 20 armed attacks 
a day by rebels in Tehran, and the 
workers there are now under military 
guard. Khomeini himself was reported to 
have threatened oil workers in Khuzestan 
with death if they struck. And resistance 
has spread into many different strata of 
society, as evidenced by the recent execu
tion of three doctors and the stationing 
of armed Pasdaran in all hospitals.

At a press conference in Paris, 
Massoud Rajavi accused the pro-Soviet 
Tudeh Party of complicity in the attacks 
by giving Mojahedin addresses to the 
regime. And several Iranian revolu
tionaries have linked the attacks to the 
arrival of 34 KGB agents in Iran late last 
year, whose task was to beef up the inter
nal security forces in Iran.

All of those killed and arrested have 
long histories of dedicated struggle 
against the regime of the Shah. Mousa 
Khiabani had been a Mojahedin activist 
since shortly after the founding of the 
organization in 1965. Like many leading 
members of that revolutionary Moslem 
organization, he had received guerrilla 
training with the PLO and fought with 
the PLO in Jordan during the traitorous 
September, 1970 attack on the PLO by 
Jordan’s King Hussein. He returned to 
Iran in 1971 and was arrested in Tehran 
along with 33 other Mojaheds; he receiv
ed a death sentence, later commuted to

of 49 U.S. troops in El Salvador. Despite 
half-hearted U.S. attempts at covering 
up the faux pas—such as saying that the 
soldiers were just there to help “build a 
bridge" and recalling the senior military 
commander involved—the fact that U.S. 
counter-insurgency soldiers are directly 
participating in and leading the junta’s 
failing war efforts had become obvious 
to almost everybody.

Still it is clear that new and qualitative 
military escalations in El Salvador may 
very well be on tap. The U.S. govern
ment is, of course, being tight-lipped 
about any precise plans as they threaten 
hrough fiendish grins and gritted teeth, 
o do whatever is necessary" t0 keep 

their hold on El Salvador. Such open 
Jabre. r,al! ls both nccessary and 
calculated to further two purposes Dob 
^'°asly 10 help lay the basis fo^actuady 
aking more bold military action in Cen

tral America and 2) to threaten and 
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like western Europe as well The 
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opposition in the U.S. Whatever
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“Reagan Backs Action Plan for Central [, 
America.” The action planned > 
and/or already in operation includes g 
“the encouragement of political and ;. 
paramilitary operations by other govern
ments against the Cuban presence in 
Nicaragua," according to the Post, 
especially citing Argentina as a possible 
U.S. front man but also envisioning the 
“unilateral” use of American personnel u 
in paramilitary activity.

This is not the first time that “leaks” 
(in reality plants) have magically ap
peared in the press threatening major 
U.S. escalations in Central America—es
pecially focused on El Salvador—but the 
sheer volume is important to take note 
of. Frank admissions that the junta’s 
military is incapable of doing the job re
quired by U.S. imperialism are no light 
off-the-cuff remarks. Il is especially 
unusual to have your puppet, junta presi
dent Jose Napole6n Duarte admitting, 
“We are losing the fight with the guer
rillas in the countryside,” in citing the 
need for greater U.S. military aid. And 
now things are getting more speci
fic—down to brasstacks. According to 
the Times, U.S. counter-insurgency ex
perts say the Salvadoran military needs 
40,000 to 60,000 soldiers to counter the 
guerrillas, but present forces only total 
about 22,000. Despite the fact that the ar
my regularly conducts sweeps of villages, 
press-ganging young teenagers into the 
military, the junta has been unable to 
solve its severe manpower shortage. 
Could it be that there are just not enough 
Salvadoran youth willing to die for the 
U.S. and its junta?

The military situation in El Salvadoor 
has apparently deteriorated to such an 
extent that some in the U.S. bourgeoisie 
are opposing sending more rifles and am
munition by themselves to El Salvador 
on the basis of possible counter
productive results; that is, that many of 
them would fall into the hands of the 
guerrillas. On the other hand, such con-

"The senior United States military 
commander in Latin America arrived in 
El Salvador today at a time of increasing 
doubts that the Salvadoran military can 
defeat rebel forces, even with more 
United Stales aid. ”

" "We are losing the fight with the 
guerrillas in the countryside’. President 
Jost Napoleon Duarte said Monday. "

"The Salvadoran Government ‘cannot 
win without troops from the United 
States—or from someone, ’ a non
American diplomat said. ”

cerns would be lessened if the weapons 
were sent in the hands of ground troops 
from “other countries.”

Of course there already are troops 
from a number of countries in El 
Salvador but obviously not nearly 
enough. For one thing, there have been 
persistent reports that Honduran troops 
have been joining with the junta in 
patrolling the border region between the 
two countries, and participating in the 
various massacres of old people and 
children that U.S. puppets in Central 
America specialize in. Salvadoran op
position spokesmen have also reported 
the presence of Guatemalan air force 
planes in the skies over El Salvador. Fur
thermore, the tiniest bit of the extent and 
nature of the current role of U.S. “ad
visers” in El Salvador appeared on 
America’s TV screens this past week, as 
five of these fellows were shown, out of 
uniform, carrying M-16s in the Depart
ment of UsulatAn, where relatively heavy 
fighting has been reported recently. Not 
only did this clearly demonstrate the 
already widely-exposed lie that the ac
tivities of U.S. “advisers” were limited 
to “training” Salvadoran troops behind 
the walls of securely buttressed garrisons 
but a White House spokesman also said 
that these soldiers were not even part of 
the officially acknowledged contingent
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Very soon we will again print large numbers of the famous May 
Day poster. We hope many different people will take it up—and 
get it up—and starting now will donate the money required to 
print it.

Black Youth Murders”
Venus Taylor

Venus Taylor is mother of Angel 
Lanier, one of the Black youth murder 
victims, and founding member of STOP.

First of all, I just want to say, I’m very 
disturbed by a lot of things I’ve heard and 
that I’ve seen and a lot of the things that 
are happening around me since the arrest 
and trial of Wayne Williams. What dis
turbs me so is all of these people who are 
going on the stand now testifying they’ve 
seen Wayne Williams (W.W.) with the 
kids and the boys. Why didn’t anybody 
come forward when there was $100,000? 
I mean, I can’t understand it.

You see, I know for a fact — I see my 
cousin electrocuted to death in Chicago 
for a murder of a police he did not com
mit. But he got the electric chair regard
less. So I know how this injustice system 
is. I know how you can very easily get 
railroaded. And it wouldn’t be more sa
tisfying to a bunch of bourgeois Blacks 
and bourgeois people period, whether 
they are Black or white, than to see a 
Black man go down for these murders.

In these last few months I’ve been real 
quiet and that’s hard for me to do be
cause I have a very big mouth and I’m 
very outspoken and I will say as I please. I 
don’t care who it hurts or what it takes or 
whose toes I might be stepping on. You 
know I’m very disturbed because the in
vestigation has stopped around the miss
ing and murdered kids — I should say 
murdered kids and the few that are miss
ing. I talk with people in various commu
nities and they say, “Well, you should see 
how the kids play now, you should see 
how at ease they are.” But yet still, these

are the same, same streets; kids are still 
missing, kids are still being murdered 
since Wayne Williams was arrested. And 
since everyone is going to center around 
28 kids, actually from May of ’79 to when 
I last got the report which was Nov. of 
’81, 56 had been murdered. But we only 
got a list of 28 or 29 as far as the Task 
Force list.

We need to find out who is really inno
cent and who is really guilty, and how 
many are involved. Stop being so pro
grammed as to what we hear on TV — I 
very seldom put my TV on except to hear 
news, and when I do the first thing I do is 
say, “What are they saying now? Why is 
it the police were saying over a year ago 
that they did not have any suspects? They 
didn’t have any clues, they didn’t have 
anything?” I talked with an investigator 
— matter of fact, last week when I went 
to the trial — and I asked him, “Why is it 
all the cases of the kids seem to be open 
and shut cases?” And he said, “Well, ah, 
you know, we took all our manpower and 
put it on this investigation of Wayne Wil
liams.” So I go hysterical, I was outside 
the courtroom. I said, “You mean to tell 
me all the manpower you got is going to 
the investigation of Wayne Williams? 
Hell, he’s behind bars, are you trying to 
tell me he’s responsible for 28 kids?” He 
answered, “Well, we believe it could be a 
lot, 9 or 10.” I said, “You believe. What 
makes you believe that, what have you 
got? You haven’t gotten one witness to 
come forward to say they actually seen 
him put a rope or a blanket or anything 
around any one of those kids’ necks and 
strangle or smother them or anything.” 

Continued on page 21

“Only the People can close 
the case in the Atlanta

Mike Langford
Michael Langford is project director of 

the United Youth Adult Conference, 
which organized the weekend searches.

A lot of us in this community, we have 
been fooled and we believe almost every
thing we hear or see in the media. I can 
testify to this because I work around a lot 
of the people who say things like “I heard 
it on the TV, on the news — so it must be 
true.” But we’ve got to make sure and 
take responsibility as community groups 
that that balance of justice is there. After 
these searches were organized for the 
missing and murdered children, the 
police and their investigative ability, they 
were so embarrassed after a community 
group organized and hit the woods in this 
community and found a body, that they 
had to make sure they got involved and 
they discredited the capabilities of the 
organization.

We participated for 6 months in the 
search effort for the missing and murder
ed children. Today the offices of the 
United Youth Adult Conference are basi
cally closed. We were receiving funds 
from the city of Atlanta and federal 
grants before we got involved in the 
search effort for the missing and murder
ed children. Now we are receiving not one 
grant from the city of Atlanta, not one fe
deral grant. I think every person in his 
right mind can basically see that this thing 
is much larger than a Wayne Williams.

After we got involved in the searches, 
then the police became more active. We 
saw things begin to pick up. After orga
nizing the search efforts of the UY AC we 
organized a community watch patrol. We 
said, “Look here, we got to organize and 
watch and protect our own communi
ties.” And the police kinda came in, they 
used us. I think a lot of people can see 
how they used UY AC. It may have been 
because Arthur Langford — the presi
dent of UYAC — was a city councilman 
that they felt “Well, maybe we can use 
him a little better than we can the hot
heads over in Techwood. They won’t 
listen to us, they won’t reason. So maybe 
we can get our point over to him a little 
better.”

So they kinda used us; as we organized 
the community watch the police come in. 
We started off with community people 
being in control, and we organized base 
stations in different communities and the 
community watch was going very strong. 
But soon the police came over and said, 
“OK, we want to work wilh y’all be
cause those hotheads over in Techwood 
are going to give folks a bad impression 
of what’s happening in this city, we got to 
save this city.” . .

They came in and wanted to join forces 
and as soon as the police joined forces 
with us, the strength of that community 
watch program was daily decreasing. 
Many of those people who came in out of 
concern and came in committed began to 
daily disappear from the activities, and 
lhe police really destroyed it: it became a 
police patrol rather than the community 
watch patrol.

We were receiving calls and the police 
were using us to get information to give it 
to them. ... we got a lot of real serious 
calls that came in; these calls went into the 
police department. And I’m here to testi
fy to that tonight because I signed a lot oi 
those reports that came in where people 
who called in said they had seen both 
Black and white people in their communi- 
ties chasing children they had seen.
“ ne young lady had a whtte man chase 

her son home from school. He broke into

m C,ose ,l,e Case On the A tlan-
ta Black Youth Murders. "The event was 
both organized and attended by people 
with a wide range of views. It brought 

Jorward! a vivid exposure of the state and 
a broad diversity of both experience and 
ideas as to the nature and meaning of 
these hideous crimes.

In order to spread this exposure and to 
deepen the discussion and struggle focus- 
ed up at the teach-in, we are printing ex
cerpts from some of the speeches 
presented. Unfortunately, space pro
hibits publishing each of the numerous 
presentations. However, a tape of the 
event has been made available and can be 
ordered by calling 404-766-8726.

her house, ransacked her house, told her 
son “You better come with me, nigger, 
’cause I’m goin’ to get you anyway.” The 
boy hid up under the bed and saw the 
man’s shoes.

Many people called in and testified that 
this never reached the press, because the 
press is part of these power-drunken peo
ple in this country, the same racist people, 
and this never reached the press. One was 
the story of Timothy Hill, who lived over 
in the Harris Homes community. I work
ed very close myself with this case. His 
5-year-old niece was one of the last people 
to see Timothy alive. She was out in the 
yard with Timothy and she told us, and 
she told the police department, that she 
saw two men in police uniforms in a yel
low checkered cab. She said they put 
Timothy’s face in the mud and then forc
ed him into a car. But the police never 
released none of this information. They 
never warned people about what was go
ing on. They knew it some 6 months be
fore, they even gave us the first reports of 
what was happening. The first attempt 
was to try and squash all information that 
may get folks riled up.

The searches were a good outlet, they 
used us in many ways but it was a chance 
for people to get involved at the same 
time and it was not as much for them to 
satisfy the public as it was for them to pa
cify the public. I don’t care tonight, my 
friends, whether you are a member of the 
communist party or socialist party, whe
ther you are a democrat or republican or 
whether you don’t believe in the govern
ment at all. Community involvement is 
what’s going to solve the problem. Like 
the sign says, “Only the people can close 
the case.” People are the answer. If we sit 
back and continue to listen to the press s- 
and those distorted reports, if we contin- g: 
ue to believe that information, we’ve got :g 
to question Maynard Jackson as much as g 
we would question Lester Maddox.

It’s not enough to be Black any more in g 
this country, we cannot afford to be fool- g 
ed any more because the struggle is not g 
over. They want us to believe. They told 
us “Well, you better work with us 
because if you don’t there is going to be a 
riot in this city. Everybody in this country 
is watching Atlanta and you all can help 
us save this city by participating.” Be
cause we had both Black and white parti
cipants in many cases we had more whites 
in the searches than Blacks because they 
were concerned and committed people. 
But what they tried to make us think was 
that it was a race thing — Black people 
against white people — as far as solving 
these cases. But that is not the question. It 
is rich against poor, haves against have- 
nots, needy against greedy. That is the 
question.

They want us to fight one another be
cause if it had happened to poor white 
kids in many circumstances it would have 
been the same. But if it had happened to 
middle class or upper class — you let Rea
gan’s son or one of the Rockefellers’ kids 
or several of them become missing — it 
wouldn’t take 6 months for this to be 
solved.

■ And I’m giving you this information 
tonight. What I’m saying and what I 
think is the point behind all this — this we 
got to remember too — is that we’re in 
America and many of us do not agree 
with a lot of the principles and beliefs in 
this country. We are in America, a coun
try that has oppressed its own people, and 
I don’t see tonight where anyone would 
be surprised because nothing has chang
ed. And I’m saying tonight that the 
power is with the masses of the people. 
We have experience during this time; we 
have made our greatest accomplishments 
when the people became their own inves
tigators. It is time for us to stop believing 
everything we hear on the racist media. It 
is time for us to stop following those lead
ers who are not concerned with our inte
rests but only with advancing their own g: 
careers and goals.  ’•*!
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The Deficit Debate
and the
Deep Dilemma

"Reagan the Economist" (1981) and a typically rosy prediction.

YOUR TAXES 
averace family income . $.7UQ<jll

Even though long-heralded and widely 
expected, the official unveiling of the 
Reagan administration budget with its 

year 1982 and a projected $83 billion for 
1984 (on top of a currently projected 
$98.6 billion deficit for this year) has 
unleashed a furor in Congress and the 
press—as well it might. It’s highly ironic, 
of course, that Mr. Fiscal Conservative 
himself, whose campaign had a balanced 
budget by 1984 as one of its central 
themes, should be admitting that the 
total national debt to be accumulated in 
his administration will be greater than 
the total debts of the Johnson, Nixon, 
Ford and Carter administrations com
bined. Reagan administration 
economists have even gone over to 
preaching that deficits do no harm. 
Naturally the halls of Congress, TV air
waves and newspaper pages are filled 
with accusations of the administration’s 
hypocrisy. Of course David Stockman’s 
statements in the Atlantic magazine that 
the initial rosy budget projections were 
achieved by fudging the data are prime 
ammunition here, and when the young 
budget expert went before a committee 
recently, one congressman refused to ask 
him any questions, on the ground that “1 
wouldn’t have any faith that you weren’t 
lying to us again.” But the hackneyed 
questions of broken campaign promises 
and falsified data—some of the ordinary 
practices of bourgeois politicians—are 
hardly the point. And it isn’t as if the 
congressmen and other bourgeois hacks 
have any fundamental disagreement with 
the basic course of the administration’s 
economic game plan—for it isn’t a 
Reagan program, but the U.S. im
perialists’ program, built around the 
necessity of rapidly preparing for war 
with their imperialist rivals in the Soviet 
Union. But the big military buildup 
which these war plans necessitate, total
ing some $1.6 trillion over five years, is 
essentially what is bringing about the 
large deficits. Deficits are not in and of 
themselves a problem for imperialism. 
At times of expansion, deficits do have a 
limited stimulative effect along the lines 
preached by Keynesian theory, but such 
is hardly the case today. And the hard 
fact for the bourgeoisie is that these 
deficits are and will be inflationary and 
destabilizing at a time when they 
desperately want to bring the explosion 
of inflation and debt which has marked 
the 1970s under control and stabilize the 
international monetary system (in which 
the U.S. dollar has a pivotal role). The 
dilemma, then, is that of the imperialists 
as a whole, and not just that of the 
Reagan administration. But if this is so, 
what are they fighting about in the 
brouhaha around the Reagan budget?

The Reagan administration program 
calls for a combination of a tight money 
supply, cuts in social programs, increase 
in military spending, and tax cuts design
ed to funnel more funds to capitalists lo 
use as capital. But this program, in
troduced with fatuous optimism by 
Reagan at the start of his administration, 
has run into some hard realities. 
Although it was clear from the beginning 
that this was not (contrary to promises 
put out for public consumption) a pro
gram for economic recovery from the on
going crisis faced by the U.S. and its 
bloc, the bourgeoisie did hope it would 
be a viable transitional program, pro
viding stabilization and a "controlled 
disintegration” during a period of rapid 
preparation for war. In the meantime, 
however, the economic situation has 
worsened faster and further than they 
had hoped, culminating in a stubborn 
recession throughout the U.S. bloc, with 
record levels of unemployment in all its 
major countries, and continued high in

terest rates in the U.S., which not only 
worsen the effects of the recession here . 
and make recovery more difficult, but 

huge deficits of $91.5 billion for fiscal divert capital from Europe (by attracting 
funds into the U.S. to take advantage of 
the interest rates) and strengthen the 
dollar against European currencies, thus 
hurting these junior partners of U.S. im
perialism and sharpening contradictions 
within the bloc. In addition, it is well- 
known that the situation is worse than 
would appear from the Reagan budget 
itself. For not only are various “creative 
accounting” devices used within the 
budget to reduce the deficit by 
charlatanry, but it is also based on rather 
unrealistic economic assumptions con
cerning rates of interest, unemployment 
and economic growth. Most congres
sional analysts are projecting an actual 
deficit for 1983 in the range of $150 
billion. Thus the acute difficulties and 
murky economic prospects of the U.S. 
and its bloc have made it problematical 
whether the Reagan administration pro
gram can do what it was supposed to do 
in the short run.

In this situation, various 
“alternatives” have been proposed, 
ranging from that of South Carolina 
Senator Ernest Hollings’ proposal to 
freeze military spending, freeze social 
security cost-of-living increases and 
repeal last year’s tax cuts, to that of the 
AFL-CIO to reinstate axed social pro
grams, repeal tax cuts and add a big sur
tax to pay for defense expenditures, to the 
more “balanced” recommendation of 
the New York Times of tax increases and 
a cutting-back of military expenditures. 
None of these, however, represent the ac
tual terms of debate, although! they do 
indicate that there are certain contradic
tions within the bourgeoisie concerning 
the Reagan program, and that these are 
being struggled out among the ruling 
class and its agents. Of course each of 
these variations on a single theme is 
couched in different terms, according to 
its different political purpose in the 
bourgeois setup. Senator Hollings’ pro
posal plays nothing more than the role of 
straight man, a totally untenable pro
posal acting as a foil to the Reagan pro
gram. The AFL-CIO tries to rally its 
social base behind the bourgeoisie by 
pleading for reduced cuts in social pro
grams and for soak-the-rich tax
es—neither of which, as these labor

* !

lieutenants well know, have a snowball s 
chance in hell, but which serve a 
demagogic purpose—along with the 
heart and soul of things, “America s 
need for a strong defense.” As for the 
New York Times' reasoning, they say: 
“Unable in one year to generate simul
taneous economic and military recovery, 
the president now prefers the fastest 
possible military buildup even though the 
resulting budget deficit will jeopardize 
economic revival.. .Without prosperity, 
Mr. Reagan could never sustain the arms 
race by which he hoped to force the 
Kremlin to weapons reduction and other 
restraints.. .The president has also re
jected higher taxes. He thus makes 
military recovery the enemy of economic 
recovery.” Although containing the 
obligatory bows to the possibility of cut
ting back the military and to the purely 
peaceful intentions of U.S. imperialism, 
the Times' concern is obvious: the 
economic problems caused by budget 
deficits may hinder war preparations. 
This is the imperialists’ central 
worry—and it is a real problem, an ob
jective contradiction.

The acrimonious disputes around the 
budget are in large measure pure 
demagogy, and revolve around a basic 
programmatic unity within the bourgeoi
sie—principally increased military spend
ing and secondarily the need to cutback 
inflation and debt through monetarist 
policies and social program cuts. But 
there are some tactical questions which 
are points of struggle within all this, 
points which gain in importance as ob
jects of dispute because of the depths of 
the dilemmas gripping the imperialists. 
The only question at issue is whether the 
Reagan program, as represented by the 
new federal budget, represents the best 
mix of the various unattractive options. 
The main area of actual controversy is 
the tax cuts. These cuts have been design
ed as short-term profit-subsidizing 
devices to buoy up the problem areas of 
the U.S. economic structure. They 
resulted, for example, in several major 
industries (ones that are more “on the 
rocks” in terms of international competi
tiveness) not only paying no taxes at all in 
1981, but getting tax credits applicable 
against taxes on older investments made 
prior to 1981. Under the current 
schedule, some of these will have a 
negative 6% lax rate by 1986. Such

measures do help in keeping things going 
in dangerously weak areas of the 
economy as the imperialists bend their ef
forts in preparing for war, but the ques
tion now has become whether the deficits 
are going to screw things up more 
than the tax cuts help things. For the pur
pose of the lax cuts was to make capital 
more available; however, the huge 
government borrowing made necessary 
by the deficits (in combination with tight 
money) will tend to squeeze out private 
corporate borrowing and drive up in
terest rates, thus making capital harder 
to come by. In other words, perhaps it 
would be a better tactic to scale back the 
tax cuts in order to scale back the budget 
deficits.

In the face of this Reagan has made a 
show of standing firm. At most he has 
appeared to offer a cosmetic concession, 
announcing in his press conference of 
Feb. 18 that he would be appointing a 
special commission “from the private 
sector” to “eliminate waste” in various 
federal departments. However, there 
have been hints coming from the ad
ministration of a willingness to consider 
a compromise. The most likely outcome 
is a modification of the tax cuts along 
with a minor reduction in the military 
budget as window dressing.

As a result, the imperialists may come 
up with a slightly different tactical ap
proach to these intractable problems—or 
they may not. Either way, they will be 
unable to eliminate the deficits which 
plague them. Even the most optimistic 
estimates of revenues which might be 
gained from reversing tax cuts indicate 
large deficits remaining, especially since 
the expected continuing economic stag
nation lowers government revenues and 
raises expenditures. They cannot 
eliminate either these problems or their 
necessity to redivide the world through 
war. They must continue to arm for this 
war against their Soviet rivals while at the 
same time seeking to buoy up the U.S. 
economy and stabilize the crisis in ways ■ 
least disruptive to the unity of their im- I 
perialist bloc and to the stability of their 
international monetary system. The rub 
is that not only do these necessities come 
into contradiction with each other, bul 
fulfilling these imperialist needs inten
sifies the underlying contradictions 
which brought these needs to the fore in 
the first place. | |
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An
Internationalist

Call to

Un Llamado Intemacionalista a la Action 
el 1° de Mayo

An Internationalist Call to May First Action 
en ingibs In English

He aqui este llamado del Partido Comunista Revolucionario, EU:
Que el 1° de Mayo atestigue, en EU mismo, desencadenamientos de fAbricas y 

escuelas, y una diversa actividad politica revolucionaria de muchos'tipos diferentes en 
las urbanizaciones, cArceles, esquinas, y en todas las esferas y plazafuertes sagradas, in- 
dicando para millones no sdlo aqui sino a (raves del mundo entero, que hoy mismo una 
creciente secci6n de la poblaci6n estA “preparando mentes y organizando fuerzas” 
para hacer la revolucidn en este bastion del imperialismo.

Pero mAs, que el 1° de Mayo, 1982, revele el sueflo de la unidad proletaria inter
national saliendo a relucir en acciones unificadas extendiendose desde las naciones 
oprimidas por el imperialismo hasta las ciudaleas mismas del imperialismo; que 
presagie politicamente, aunque sea por un s61o dia o dos, y que ayude en preparar el 
camino para los dias no muy lejanos en que el proletariado liberarA el territorio y 
tomarA el Poder, un dia por aqui, otro dia por allA, forzados a retroceder s61o para lan- 
zarse mAs hacia adelante, emancipando cuanto mAs del mundo posible de las cadenas 
perrertas del imprialismo. Entonces, que el sol del 1° de Mayo brille en todas partes 
sobre banderas rojas de revqlucidn, floreciendo como rosas rompiendo el concreto, in
domitable vida en medio de los escombros y la putrefaccion de los moribundos.

Partido Comunista Revolucionrio, EU

enespafiol in Spanish

A los obreros, a los Oprimidos y a todos los que se atreven a luchar por el Futuro:
Guerra Mundial y revolucidn.. .el choque de estas dos tendencias marca la 

Ilegada del 1° de Mayo, el Dia Internacional del Obrero. Es lo que prepara el escena
rio—y manifiesta lo que estA en juego—para las acciones de obreros revolucionarios en 
cada pais.

El 1° de Mayo es la fiesta revolucionaria del proletariado internacional, una 
clase que de veras no tiene nada que perder mAs que sus cadenas que la amarran al 
sistema mundial de la esclavitud moderna y el asesinato modernos. Este dia tiene un 
s61o significado autentico: la resolution de todos los que son explotados y esclavizados, 
de todas las fuerzas que encarnan lo nuevo y Io naciente, de llevar a cabo la revolucidn 
en contra de este orden pervertido; la resolution de dar un salto hacia 
adelante—superando las barreras de idiomas, naciones y raza—hacia la abolici6n de 
todas las clases y las distinciones de clase, y acabando con la subyugaci6n de una na- 
cionalidad por otra, y de la mujer por el hombre, hacia la extincidn de las guerras y de 
la los Estados nacionales mismos, y el rompimiento de todas las cadenas de la 
tradition. Y hay s61o un modo autentico de celebrar esta fiesta: en lucha y rebelion, 
enarbolando la bandera roja hasta los cielos en cada rinc6n del globo, y luchando cuan
to mAs posible hacia el futuro revolucionario.

To the Workers, the Oppressed and All Who Dare Fight for the Future:
World War and Revolution... The clash of these two trends marks the 

approach of May First, International Workers Day. This sets the stage—and 
the stakes—for the actions of revolutionary workers in every country.

May 1st is the revolutionary holiday of the international proletariat, a 
class which truly has nothing to lose but the chains that hold it to a world
wide system of modern day slavery and murder. There is but one authentic 
meaning to this day: the determination of all who are exploited and enslaved, 
of all forces embodying the new and rising, to carryout revolution against this 
twisted order; the determination to leap forward—crossing barriers of 
language, nation and race—toward the abolition of all classes and class 
distinctions, the wiping out of the subjugation of one nationality to another 
and of women to men, toward the extinction of wars and of nation-states 
themselves, and the shattering of all tradition’s chains. And there is but one 
way to truly celebrate this holiday: in struggle and rebellion, holding the red 
banner to the skies in every corner of the globe, and fighting as far forward as 
we can to the revolutionary future.

History moves in restless outbursts that flare up and then subside, on-

La historia se desarrolla en solevantados estallidos que estallan repentinamente 
y vuelven a calmarse, s61o para estallar nuevamente, con mAs intensidad. Un conflicto 
de dimensiones profundas y literalmente estremecedoras subyace los tremores de hoy.

De un lado, las potencias imperialistas de los bloques encabezados por EU y la 
URSS se preparan a librar la guerra, pataleando en arena movediza (que existe por 
culpa de ellas mismas) intentando mantener sus imperios, mientras avanzan tam- 
baleando hacia el conflicto nuclear. Arrastradas por la 16gica maniAtica de su sistema, 
tambien se ven impulsadas a infectar aun mAs a “sus propias’’ masas con esa I6gica y a 
alinearlos para que se maten los unos a los otros bajo el r6tulo de “libertad y 
democracia” (al estilo imperialista occidental) o de “justicia y liberaci6n” (al estilo im- 
perialista soviAtico). .........................

- y en contra de ellos? La unica cosa con que jamAs cuentan: el espintu y la lucha de 
las masas, difundiendose como fuegos subterraneos desde Gdansk hasta El Salvador y 
los campos de refugiados haitianos en Florida. Se oye esto en los gritos de la juven- 
tud—son los mismos acentos que hacen eco en las calles de Inglaterra y en las colinas de 
Eritrea—indicando de modo desafiador que el emperador estA desnudo y desa- 
fiando su impefio. Se ve en los ojos que una vez mAs brillan de la visi6n de liberaci6n 
que reflejan los fuegos en los cielos nocturnos. Se siente en el latido de los corazones 
que una vez mAs pulsan al compAs de la marcha de trueno y del eco de iconos que se 
hacen afiicos La revolucidn—una llama roja que quema en las naciones oprimidas del 
mundo y que se alumbra hasta en las fortalezas centrales, los paises imperialistas 
mismos, y el eslab6n decisive es el papel y el liderato revolucionarios del proletariado 
consciente de clase en cada pais.

El encontronazo que se estA preparando actualmente entre las fuerzas de la 
rmerra imperialista y las de la revolucidn social serAn la forja en que se fundirA el 
futuro. El 1° de Mayo, las fuerzas de la revolucidn tienen que darun salto en cuanto a 

los prepara'.1.'a°siene que brillar una visidn: el embridn de un proletariado consciente de 
su carActer internacional y de su antagonismo respecto toda forma de reaccidn y de su

Hene que ser la resolucidn de proceder, como lo dqo Len.n: no desde el punto de vista 
de‘mi’ pais sino desde el punto de vista de mipartiapacidn en la preparacidn, en la 
propaganda y en la aceleracidn de la revolucidn proletana mundial .
prop ago desempeftar semejantes preparativos acuva y urgentemente y encontrar los 
mediOS sobre todo el 1° de Mayo, para avanzar este proceso, hay que hacer una rup- 
rnra con el peso muerto del pasado. Los ojos y los corazones revolutionary tienen que 
InfX la mira mAs allA del miserable nivel de seguidismo tras cualquier lucha que se 
eniocar.u decides a las masas lo que ya saben, mantemendolas
PreS' a'lmTnte v politicamente dentro de los confines de su nacidn. Tambien hay que 
deshacersTde la aritmetica ilusoriamente sencilia pero cabalmente incorrecta segun la 
deshaccrseoeia lares_incluso las luchas revolucionanas-de cada pais
CUa lleJ“ ahunaRevolucidn mundial para remplazarla con el cAlculo revolucionario

May First 
Action 

del leninismo. Especialmente en una crisis aguda que serA de dimensiones globales, 
tambien el proletariado tiene que tener una concepcidn del mundo y un enfoque 
globales, coordinando sus fuerzas como destacaments de un ejercito unico. Aun 
adelantos en un solo pais, o en varios paises, pueden llevar al debilitamiento del edificio 
en ruina entero, y proveen posibilidades aun mAs amplias para la revolucidn mundial. 
De acuerdo a este espiritu y esta orientacion, es urgente que las fuerzas conscientes de 
clase avancen hacia un programa comun, una estrategia comun, y una organizacidn co
mun a escala internacional de la tendencia comunista revolucionaria/intemacionalista 
proletaria.

Quizes parezca que todo esto es un suefio—hasta una vision. jPues bueno! 
Hoy dia se requiere nada menos que visiones: visiones que penetren el velo de lo diario y 
lo aparentemente obvio para revelar las verdaderas causas fundamentales subva- 
cientes. ^Pues no le acusaban a Lenin en 1917 de ser visionario? <,Y a Mao en 1966? Y 
sin embargo, ^verdad que sus suehos cambiaron la faz del mundo y de la humanidad, y 
comprobaron ser mAs reales que las exhortaciones a escoger entre “el menor de los 
males” y a “ser realista”? Lo que determina los confines de este revisionismo y este 
reformismo es el marco del imperialismo y el statu quo.. .y hoy dia esto llega una vez 
mAs en un tiempo en que los acontecimientos mundiales harAn que coronas rodaron 
por las alcantarillas, proveyendo grandiosas oportunidades para los revolucionarios. 
^Pues no deberiamos nosotros tambiAn aspirar a las misma alturas elevadas que 
escalaron Lenin y Mao?
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The clash now building between the forces of imperialist war and 
social revolution will be the forge on which the future is cast. On May 1st, the 
forces of revolution must make a leap in preparation.

On that day a vision must shine forth: the embryo of a proletariat con
scious of its international character and its antagonism to all forms of reac
tion and of its historic mission to do no less than conquer the world. Infusing 
the workers' common actions in different quarters of the globe must be the 
determination to proceed, as Lenin put it,'"not from the point of view of ‘my’ 
country.. .but from the point of view of my share in the preparation, in the 
propaganda, and in the acceleration of the world proletarian revolution."

To actively and urgently carry out such preparations now, and to find 
the ways on May 1st especially to push this process forward, demands a rup
ture with the dead hand of the past. Revolutionary eyes and hearts must be 
set above the miserable level of tailing after whatever struggle comes to 
hand, telling the masses what they already know and keeping them spiritually 
and politically bound within the confines of their nation. The deceptively sim
ple but thoroughly wrong arithmetic in which the struggles—even revolu
tionary struggles—of the people of each country “add up" to a world revolu
tion must also be thrown off for the revolutionary calculus of Leninism. 
Especially in an acute crisis that will be global in its dimensions, the pro
letariat too must be global in its outlook and approach, coordinating its 
forces as detachments of a single army. Breakthroughs even in one or several 
countries lead to a weakening of the whole rotten enemy edifice and open up 
still wider world revolutionary possibilities. In this spirit and direction class
conscious forces must urgently go forward toward a common program, a 
common strategy and a common organization^ an international scale of 
the revolutionary communist/proletarian internationalist trend.

Perhaps all this seems like dreaming. .. even visions. Well and good! 
Nothing less than visions—visions that pierce the veil of the everyday and 
seemingly obvious to reveal the real mainsprings lying beneath—are re
quired today. Was not Lenin in 1917 accused of being visionary? Was not Mao 
in 1966? Yet did not their dreams change the face of the world and humanity, 
and prove more real than the appeals to choose the “lesser evil” and "be 
realistic"? This revisionism and reformism is a “realism” whose bounds are 
determined by the framework of imperialism and the status quo... and again 
today it comes at a time when world events will set crowns to rolling in the 
gutters, opening up great opportunities for the revolutionaries. Must not we 
too aspire to the same lofty heights scaled by Lenin and Mao?

This call then from the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA:
Let May 1st witness, within the U.S. itself, breakouts from factories 

and schools, and revolutionary political activity of many different kinds in 
housing projects, prisons, street corners and every sacred sphere and strong
hold, signaling to millions not just here but around the world that there is in
deed a growing section even now "preparing minds and organizing forces” 
for revolution in this bastion of imperialism.

But more, let May 1st, 1982 reveal the dream of international pro
letarian unity coming to life in unified actions stretching from the nations op
pressed by imperialism into the very citadels of capital itself; let it politically 
foreshadow, if only for a day or two, and help prepare the way for, the not-too- 
distant days when the proletariat will liberate territory and seize power now 
here, now there, pushed back only to surge further forward, emancipating as 
much of the world as possible from the twisted chains of imperialism. Let 
then the May 1st sun shine everywhere on red flags of revolution, blooming 
like roses pushing up the concrete, unconquerable life amidst the rubble and 
decay of the dying.

Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

ly to erupt again, still more intensely. Beneath today’s tremors lies a conflict 
of profound and literally earthshaking dimensions.

On one side the imperialist powers of both the U.S. and the Soviet-led 
blocs prepare for war, thrashing in quicksand of their own making, trying to 
hold their empires together while lurching toward nuclear conflict. Impelled 
on this course by the madman’s logic of their system, they are also Impelled 
to further infect “their" masses with that logic and line them up to kill each 
other off under the banner of “freedom and democracy” (Western imperialist 
style) or "justice and liberation" (Soviet imperialist style).

And against them? The one thing they never reckon on—the revolu
tionary spirit and struggle of the masses, spreading like underground fires 
from Gdansk to El Salvador to the Haitian refugee camps of Florida. You can 
hear it in the shouts of the youth—the same accents echoing in England's 
streets and the foothills of Eritrea—defiantly pointing to the emperor’s 
nakedness and challenging his empire. You can see it in the eyes that once 
again shine with a vision of liberation reflected in the fires of night-time skies. 
You can feel it in the heartbeats once more pulsing to the rhythm of charging 
feet and the echos of shattering icons. Revolution—a red flame burning in the 
oppressed nations of the world and stirring even in the central fortresses of 
the imperialist countries themselves, with the decisive link being the revolu
tionary role and leadership of the class-conscious proletariat in every coun
try.
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A.B.D. Devrimci Komunist Partisi.

1 Mayista Uluslararasi Dayamsmaya Qagn
en turco In Turkish

: , i,u'

V Este es un llamado borrador. Esperamos que mucha gente ymuchas organlzaciones diferentes Io 
* harAn circular en lenguas diferentes, que Io criticarAn y harAn sugestlones al respecto, y que
W reunirAn y nos enviarAn estas y las de otros antes del fin del mes de marzo para que pueda ser
1 republicado en su forma final... todo eso contribuyendo a acciones internacionalistas aun mAs 

poderosas el 1° de Mayo. RCP, USA, Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654, USA.

This call Is a first draft. We hope many different people and organizations will circulate it in dif
ferent languages, make criticisms of it and collect suggestions for it and forward them to us 
before the end of March so that it can be republished in final form-rail contributing to even more 
powerful internationalist actions on May 1st. RCP, USA, Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654, USA.

en persa in Farsi

A.B.D. Devrimci Komunist Partisinin Qagnsi:
Sizi 1 Mayista, A.B.D.’de ki fabrikalarda, okullarda, 

hapishanelerde, sokaklarda, devrimci politik devinimi olan 
her yerle^im odaginda, sadece buradaki degil, diinyanm her 
yerindeki milyonlara hissettirmecesine, bu emperyalizmin 
kalesinde, gelecege diisiinilr yeti^tiren ve guciinu birlegtiren 
bu kitlenin varligma ^ahit olmaya ve harekete gecjmege 
davet ediyoruz.

1 Mayis 1982 uluslararasi proleter dayani^mayi ve 
beraberligi simgelesin. Bu giiQ emperyalizmin ezdigi iilkeler- 
dende kaynaklanmaktadir. Sonu gelmi^tir emperyalizmin, gun- 
leri sayilidir. Uzak olmayan o guzel gunlere hazirlamn, 
yardimci olun. Proleterya her yerde giicii eline alacak ve 
diinyayi emporyalist zincirlerden kurtaracaktir. 1 Mayista, 
kizil bayraklan devrimin dalgalansm, betonda biten gull er 
gibi, giine^ i^igi sagilsm heryere, ya?am bliimii yensin.

Bu birle^meye bir ^agndir. Dogi^ik organ!zasyonlarin, 
dogiqik insanlarm bunu degi?ik dillere aktaracagim umuyoruz. 
Eleytiri ve tavsiyeleri toplayin ve Mart*tan once bize 
yollayin ki. son haliyle yay i nliyabil el im . Hersey 1 Mayis’ta 
daha giiplii uluslarasi devinim i^in. RCP,USA, Box 3486, 
Chicago Ill. 60654, USA.

I?Qi Sinifma, Ezilenere, Gelecek ipin sava^anlara:
Dunya sava?i ve Devrim...Bu iki olaym peli^kisi 

yaka§makta olan, ulusararasi i?<?i gununQ, 1 Mayisi gundeme 
getiriyor. Yakla?makta olan 1 Mayis her iilkenin devrimci 
i?pileri i^in devingen bir sure? ve onlarin Qikanmlari i?in 
bir sahne belirliyor.

1 Mayis, (kendisini guniimuzde varolan kblelige, kiyima 
baglayan) zincirlerinden ba?ka kaybedecek seyleri olmayan 
uluslararasi proleteryanm devrimci bayramidir. Bu giiniin 
vurguladigi bir baska onemli nokta ise; ezilenerin, kolele?- 
tirilmisjlerin dil, ulus ve irk engellerini a^arak, ulusalciligm 
zincirlerini krarak, kadm/erkek gozetmeksizin, smif 
kargasa?im ortadan kaldirmak iqin, sava^lan yok etmek iQin, 
bozuk duzenleri yikmak i?in yiikselen bu giicun, ali§ilagelmi$i 
yokeden kararliligidir. Ger^ekte bu gunu kutlamanin tek 
yolu vardir; sava^im vererek, kizil bayragi yeryuziinun her 
kogesinde gbge afarak ve devrimci gelecek i<?in dovu^erek.

Tarih sonsuz bir devinim ipinde, yukselip al^aliyor 
yeniden ve daha giddetli patlamak uzere. Bugiin hissettigimiz 
sarsmtilar ger^ekte diinyayi sarsan boyutlardadir.

Bir yanda, Amerikan ve Sovyet yanlisi kutuplar sava§a 
hazirlanmakta ve niikleer sava^a yol apacak bir bataklikta 
imparatorluklarini surdurmek ugra^mdadirlar. Batili 
emperyalistlerin "ozgiirltik ve demokrasi”, Sovyet emperyaliz- 
minin "adalet ve kurtulu^" adlarr altinda a<?tiklan bayrak- 
larla ve sistemlerinin hasta mantigi ile gudulerek olu?- 
turulmu§ tavirlari ise kitlelerini, birbirlerini oldiirmek 
ipin siraya sokmu^tur.

Aynmmda olmadiklari bir. ?ey, devrimci inancin ve 
sava?imin Gdansk’tan El Salvador’a, ve Florida’daki Haiti 
iltica kamplarina kadar uzanan ate^idir. Ayni ate?i, Eritre 
cephesindeki yada Ingiltere sokaklarindaki genplerin sesinde, 
Kral*a piplak oldugunu hatirlatan ^ocugun inanmi^ligi, gibi 
duyabilirsiniz. Ayni ate^i ozgiirldk dusu ile parlayah ve 
geceye yansiyan gbzlerde gbriirsunuz, yuruyu^iin ayak sesinde, 
devrilen putlann yanklsinda hissedersiniz; Devrim - Sdmiirulen 
Ulkelerde ve hatta emperyalizmin kendi ^atosunda bile yanan 
kizil bir alevdir. Ve devrim ile devrimcilik smif bilinci 
olan proleteryanm liderligini her iilkede olu?turmu^tur.

Emperyalist sava? gupleri ile Devrimci olu?umun ^arpi?- 
masi gelecegibelirliyecektir IMayista devrimci gutjler bunu 
kar^ila mak i?in birle^melidir.

1 Mayis’ta ^u gdru§ payla^ilmalidir: Proleter bilincin 
^ekirdegi, onun uluslararasi ki.siligi, tarihsel gbrevi ve 
her tiirlii reaksiyona kar^i tavn diinyayi ellerimize aimak 
isteyi^imiz dogrultusunda olmalidir. Diinyanin degisik 
kogierinddd i?<?ilerin ortak hareketi, Lenin’in $u sozii ile 
belirlenmeli, "Dunya proleter devrimi siireci .isinde, hazir- 
lik, ivme ve propoganda ipin gerekli gorev, ’benim ulkem 
iQin’ seklinde degil, bunda bana du^en pay” nedir, §eklinde 
olmalidir. ■ 

Bu hazirliklan aktif ve ?abuk olu^turmak i?in ve 1 
Mayis’ta bu geli^imi daha da bn plana cyikarmak i^in 
gejjmi^teki cansiz olu^umlardan annmak gereklidir. Devrimci 
gozler ve kalbler, onlerine ilk £ikan ugra^a kapllmamalari 
ipin ve kitlelere sadece i^inde bulunduklari konumu 
apiklamakla yetinip, onlan iilkelerinin kaderi ile simrlandir- 
mamalari ipin egitilmelidirler. Her sava^imm - it^lerinde 
devrimci sava^imlarda olabilir - diinya papinda bir devrime 
katilimda bulunacagini sanmak basit ama yanli? bir hesaptir 
ve Leninist yakla^im geregi* di^lanmalidir. Ozellikle 
yiiksek gerilimli ve cok boyutlu sorunlara proleteryanm bakl? 
a^isida 90k boyutlu olmalidir. Proleter gu<?, bir ordunun 
boliikleri gibi ^ekillendirilmelidir. Bir tek veya birkap 
iilkede, bozuk yapilan sarsacak olaylar diinya Qapmda 
devrimci bir olu?uma yol aQabilir. Bu baglamda smif bilin- 
cine sahip gii^ler ortak bir program altmda, ortak bir 
strateji ve ortak bir organizasyon ile devrimci Komiinist/ 
proleter enternasyonalist harekette birle^melidir.

Biitiin bunlar bir r’uya hatta hayal gibi gelebilir. Guzel! 
Hayalden ote ^eyler degildir - guniimuzde pe<?eyi kaldirip 
arkaslni gbren - ve aranan bugiin. 1917’de Lenin degilmiydi 
hayalcilikle su^lanan? 1966’da Mao? Ve onlarin dii^leri 
degilmiydi diinyanm ?ehresini degi^tiren ve "ehven-i ser” 
veya ’’ger^ekci olalim" gibi sahte setjenekleri 9'uriiten? Bu 
revizyonism ve reformizm smlrlari emperyalizm ile belir- 
lenen bir ger^ekqiliktir. Ve bugiinler devrimcilere yeni 
se^enekler getirmektedir. Lenin ve Mao’nun a§tlgi engelleri 
bizimde a§abilecegimizi ummamalimiyiz?
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en Italiano In Italian

Box 3486 Chicago, IL 60654, USA

Internationalistam Extana A/Iayam
Etangigan Awamngan

May Day 1981 Chicago Primero de Mayo 1981, Chicago

■

Un Appello Intemazionalista all'Azione per 
il Primo Maggio vita invincibile tra le rovine e il marciume di cid che sta morendo.

Partido Comunista Rivoluzionario, USA

enaleutiano inthe Aleut language

Awasnekan ngan, sakalegan aganan amey angagen usungin egatlakan sakutn- 
angin wuyamulu ngan:

Ai lavoratori, gli oppress! e tutti quelli ch© osano combattere per il futuro:
La Guerra Mondiale e la Rivoluzione. . . Io scontro di queste due tenderize 

segna I'arrivo del Primo Maggio, giomata intemazionale del lavoratore. Queste 
preparano la scena e la posta su cui si svolgono le azioni dei lavoratori rivoluzionari 
in ogni paese.

11 Primo Maggio d la festa rivoluzionaria del proletariate intemazionale, una 
classe che veramente non ha nulla da perdere fuorche' le catene che la legano al sis- 
tema mondiale della schiavitd modema e dell'eccidio. 11 significato di questo giomo 
non 6 che uno: la determinazione di tutti gli sfruttati e gli schiavi, di tutte le forze che 
incamano il nuovo e nascente, di fare rivoluzione contro questo ordine contorto; la 
determinazione di fare un balzo in avanti — oltrepassando le barrier© di lingua, na- 
zione e razza — verso 1'abolizione di tutte le classi e le loro distinzioni, verso 1'elimina- 
zion© del soggiogamento di un popolo ad un altro, delle donne agli uomini, verso 
Vogtinrinnft delle guerre e delle nazioni stesse, e verso la rottura di tutte le catene 
della tradizone. Non c’d che una maniera di celebrare veramente questa festa: nella 
lotta e nella ribellione innalzando la bandiera rossa verso il cielo in ogni angolo della 
terra e avanzando il piil avanti possibile verso il futuro rivoluzionario.

La storia si muove in scoppi senza sosta che s'infiammano e poi si attenuano, 
soltanto per erompere di nuovo ancora piu intensamente. Sotto le scosse di oggi si 
nasconde un conflitto di dimension! profonde e da far letteralmente tremare la terra.

Da una parte entrambe le potenze imperialistic!!© degli Stati Uniti e del bloc- 
co dellTTnione Sovietica si preparano per la guerra, dimenandosi nelle sabbie mobili 
di loro fattura, mentre cercano di mantenere saldi i loro imperi tendendo allo stesso 
tempo 1'agguato del conflitto nucleare.

Spinti su questo corso dalla logica demente del loro sistema, sono anche 
costretti ad infettare ulteriormente le "loro" masse con quella logica e le schierano 
per uccidersi a vicenda sotto la bandiera di "liberty e democrazia" (stile USA) o 
"giustizia e liberazione" (stile sovietico).

E contro loro? L'unica cosa da essi mai considerata — lo spirito rivoluzionario 
e la lotta di massa, che si allarga come un fuoco sotterraneo da Gdansk a El Salvador 
ai campi dei profughi Haitiani in Florida. Si pud sentire tutto questo nelle grida dei 
giovani — gli stessi toni echeggiano nelle strade d'Inghilterra e nelle colline 
d'Eritrea — che con accento di sfida puntano il dito alia "nuditA dell' imperatore" e 
fronteggiano il suo impero. Tutto cid si pud vedere negli occhi che ancora una volta 
brillano di una vision© di liberazione riflessa nei fuochi di cieli nottumi. Si pud sentire 
ancora una volta nei palpiti che pulsano a ritmo di passi incalzanti e negli echi delle 
icone mandate a pezzi. La rivoluzione — una fiamma rossa che si accende tra le na
zioni oppresse del mondo, riverberando perfino nelle fortezze centrali, gli stessi 
paesi imperialisti, e il cui decisive anello di congiunzidne consiste nei ruolo rivolu
zionario e la direzione del proletariate con coscienza di classe di ogni paese.

Lo scontro che sta ora crescendo tra le forze di guerra imperialista e della 
rivoluzione social© sard la fuchina in cui il futuro sard forgiato. Il Primo Maggio le 
forze della rivoluzione devono fare un balzo avanti nelle loro iniziative. In quel gior- 
no una visione deve risplendere: Fembrione del proletariate cosciente del suo carat- 
tere intemazionale e del suo antagonismo a tutte le forme di reazione, e della sua 
storica missione di conquistare niente meno che tutto il mondo. Infusa nelle azioni 
comuni dei lavoratori nei diversi angoli della terra dev'essere la determinazione di 
avanzare, come Lenin c'insegna, "Non dal punto di vista del "mid" paese... ma dal 
puntodi vista della mia parte nella preparazione, nella propaganda e nell'accellera- 
mento della rivoluzione proletaria nei mondo".

E necessario operare una rottura con il peso morto del passato per portare 
avanti attivamente e con urgenza tali preparativi ora, e per trovare i modi 
specialmente il Primo Maggio per fare avanzare questo processo. Occhi e cuori 
rivoluzionari devono puntare al di sopra di questo miserabile livello di accodamento 
a qualsiasi tipo di lotta che sorga spontaneam©nte istruendo le masse su cid che gid 
sanno e mantenendole spiritualmente e politicamente incatenate tra in confini della 
propria nazion©. L'aritmetica ingannevolmente semplice ma completamente 
sbagliata per cui le lotte — perfino le lotte rivoluzionarie — del popolo di ciascuna 
nazione si "assommano" a una rivoluzione mondial© dev'essere anch'essa abbattuta 
a favore del calcolo differenziale rivoluzionario del Leninismo. Specialmente 
durante una crisi acuta che avrd dimension! global!, il proletariate dev'essere 
anch’esso globale nei suo approccio e nella sua visione, coordinando le sue forze 
come distaccamenti di un singolo esercito. Brecce anche in uno o molti paesi con- 
ducono all'indebolimento dell'intero marcio edificio nemico e aprono ancora pid 
vaste posibilitA rivoluzionarie nei mondo. In questo spirito e direzione le forze cos- 
cienti di classe devono urgentemente avanzare verso un programa, una strategia e 
un'organizzazione comune a scala intemazionale della tendenza comunista rivolu
zionaria, intemazionalista proletaria.

Forse tutto cid pudsembrare un sogno. . . o perfino una visione. Bene, benone! 
Niente meno di una visione — vision! che sfondino il velo del giomaliero e owio ap- 
parente per rivelare la vera forza motrice che si cela sotto — d necessario oggigiorno. 
Non fu Lenin nei 1917 accusato di essere un visionario? E Mao nei 1966? Eppure non 
furono i loro sogni a cambiare la faccia del mondo e dell'umanitA, provandosi piil 
reali che gli appeli a scegliere il "minor© dei due mali" e all'essere "realistic!"? 
Queste revisionismo e riformismo d un "realismo" i cui confini sono determinati dallo 
scheletro dell' imperialism© e dello status quo. . . e arriva ancora oggi quando gli 
eventi mondial! manderanno le corone a rotolare nei fango aprendo grand! oppor
tunity per i rivoluzionari, non dovremmo noi pure aspirare alle grandi altezze scalate 
da Lenin e da Mao?

Questo 1'appello, dunque, da parte del Partido Comunista Rivoluzionario, 
U.S.A.:

Facciamo si che il Primo Maggio sia testimone, entro gli Stati Uniti stessi, di uscite di 
massa dalle fabbriche e dalle scuole, e attivitA politiche rivoluzionarie di molti tipi 
diversi, nei quartieri popolari, nelle prigioni, agli angoli ed in ogni sacra sfera e nelle 
fortezze segnalando a milioni non solamente qui ma intorno al mondo che c'd in 
veriti una sezione crescente che anche ora "prepara le menti ed organizza le forze" 
per la rivoluzione in questo bastione dell'imperalismo.

Ma ancor di piii, facciamo si che il Primo Maggio 1982 riveli il sogno 
dell'unity del proletariat© intemazionale, che viene a vita in azioni unitarie che si 
spandono dalle nazioni oppresse daH'imperialismo fino alle cittadelle del capitale 
stesso: Facciamo si che sia di presagio politico, anche se per un giomo o due, e che 
aiuti a preparare la strada per il giomo non troppo lontano quando il proletariato 
liberery il territorio e prenderA poetere, ora qui, ora 1A, indietreggiando solo per 
avanzare ulteriormente, liberando quanta parte possibile del mondo dalle catene 
contort© dell'imperialismo. Facciamo si che il sole del Primo Maggio risplenda dap- 
pertutto mile bandiere rosse della rivoluzione como rose che sbucano dal cemento,

Questo d un progetto d'appello. Speriamo che diverse person© e organizzazioni lo 
circolino in divers© lingue, facciano © raccolgano critiche © ce le presentino prime 
della fine di marzo, cosi che possa essere pubblicato di nuovo in forma definitive — 
contribuendo cosi ad ancor piil potenti iniziative intemazionaliste il Primo Maggio.

RCP/USA

Slum aletxu amey slox tsin esxanaxtax...Wakun txechin utxethun 
Mayagan etangi ulgana txih ukuchgethukox, Slum usungin awasnekangin angali. 
Wey anagen tanamchin ilan agali... amey anagen akalegan aganangin... slum 
txin esxanagan awasnekangin manangin ngan tanam usungin ilan.

Mayam etangin slum txin esxanagan angalim anguna akox slum usu 
awasnekan sakalegan etalganan, wayengin anagen eketthukalkegan taga 
kesetalnangin slum chemekagan ilan wuyam mataknin anagen malgangin talthax 
amey asxathgox. Atakan atxasex qalaxtanax wan angalim ngan malgakox: 
Amakun sakalegan aganangin amey talagnangin anuxtanachin akatali, usungin 
txichin uli tagatham angegnangin amey akalegan aganangin, Slox txin esxanax
tax amakun atxagnanginulu enguli: Kathim athan exetegan anuxtasathali— 
tunox, tanax amey angam etxalaxtangin usungin ageli—angagen usungin txe
chin lethtaxtan angagen akalegan athunulu sakalegan txechin axtakthaxtan, 
amey ayagan amey tayagun txechin lethtaxtan, aletxun masakthaxtan, amey 
tumin achetanan tumin kesatthanangin eselgali. Atakan agachetha malgakox 
mataknin wan angalim anguna examnaxtax: Kaslugeli amey anagen atxagchisx- 
anulu esxanali, kachemotham ulutha soxtali enimathan slum chimikagan ilan, 
sakuli kathemathan anan sanax ulgathukagan ilan wuyamulu slum txin esxanax- 
tagan ngan.

Slum ilan malgakangin kegnax lethali kogthakun amey tatam txichin sakax- 
tethakun, taga tatam kogthakun tamnan angunesi. Wuyam anagen malganang-
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Revolutinarim (anagen txichin esxanangin) Communistam Partigan, USA

Un Appel Intemationaliste a I'Action 
le Premier Mai

en,ranc<Ss in French

Aux Ouvriers, aux Opprimts et a Tous Ceux qui Osent Lutterpour le Futur:

dans tous les pays.
Le ler Mai est lejour de fete rdvolutionnaire du proletariat international, une 

classe qui n 'a vraiment rien aperdre que les chatnesqui I’attachent d un systdme mondial 
d'esclavage et d'assasinat modernes. Ce jour n'a qu'une signification authentique: la 
resolution de tous ceux qui sont explodes et asservis, de toutes les forces qui incarnent ce 
qui est nouveau et naissant, de mener d bout la revolution contre cet ordre perverti; la 
resolution defaire un bond en avant—passant au-deld des barridres de langage, de na
tion et de race—vers /‘abolition de toutes les classes et distinctions de classe, pour en

Maox keya 1966 an Ilan? Snageqangin slum sethaqotha amey angagen isxanan, 
amey tamnan atxageli amakun kethalanan "machethnulu ilan angunlakan" amey 
"atxaxtali anagen ukoxtali"? Wan anagen esxalganangin anagen tatxganangin 
ilan amey tatam anagen malganangin esxanalganan "aqatalganax akox" machx- 
ethganulu awunangin emunugin ilan txichin awukun amey angagen usulegan 
angethanan ilan. . .amey tatam wuyam slum ilan malganan kamgin kothan 
chogathna sakaligan setxim ilan etethukun, angagen anagen txichin esxanaxtan 
anutnangin ngan anagen examnangin agathukun. Tumin keya Leninax amey 
Maox lethall akalegan angekangin soxtaxtan lethakun.

■Weya eganax Revolutinarim (anagen txichin esxanangin) Comunistam Par
tigan ilan, USAI Mayam etangi ukuchgetha, wan tanam ilan anakam, awam 
ulagan ilan amey achegulum ulan elan txichin taqali, amey anagen txichin esx- 
anagan politicalum manangin etxaglaxtangin ulum chegathamchin ilan, ilan 
angagen achetalganan, akalogen amey anagen examnax etagana ilan amey 
kayutna, angagen achan amnagongin ngan signalilgali walegan agachitha ulu 
taga slum chimikagan ilan anagen txichin atxatinangin txichin awukun weya 
"kamgin txichin atxatili amey anagen txichin uli kayutuli" wan anagen txichin 
esganangin ngan wan angagen machxethnangulu ulam kayutugan ilan.

Taga tatam, Mayam etangi, 1982 ugam Ilan slum chimekagan angagen 
sakalegan aganangin sngagengin ukuchxextag txichin uli angage akali txichin 
agetali tanam sakaligan aganangin .wakun angagen machxethnangulu ilan 
ulangin examnathnangin anutasnangin amey aqaligan axtanangin ilan; politicalli 
uqochgetha, atakan athunulu alag angilum ilan, amey ilagoli athan uyalgana 
athan, amatgangolu analengin angagen sakuligan aganangin tanan takachgeli 
amey waligan kayutunax suli, weya amalegan, tumin qesetnan engulgali amakun 
tukun machxennangulu ilan. Mayam etangi athegachgetha awan usugan flakum 
uluthagun anagen txichin esxagan ngan, chexongin aganangin lethali, tanam 
nogenengin akalegan inguli, angim ungasgathukay—ulu keqagnam amey sex- 
tinax tanaxthan mayungin.

insetxan achan wan slox kum ayugnekox.
Atakan athan machgethgol kayungin wan tanam ilan amey kasakan aletx- 

um ngan txichin atxaxtekun, wakun alax tanan tukungin anagechin anakamchin 
txichin asxatextan istakun. "takaxtax amey angagem extanangin malgaxtan" 
(wan tanam ilan tukum machsethangnulu istanangin) athunulu "atxagen amey 
takacheglganan" (Kasakum tukun machxethngnulu istanangin)

Amey athan anungnulu? Atakan akatnangin ulu—anagen txichin 
isganangin ange amey angagen usungin txichin isxanangin, tanam setxan kegnax 
lethal iGdanskax El Salvadoras athan Haitinam kekoxtam tanathan athan 
Floridam mayu. Akasagun imichxanangin tutakoxtxin—tatam Englndam 
akalogun ilan amey kayam setxan Eritream ilan—tukum anunangin kachxemchin 
angathan athan amey tanangin atxagtegan. Tatam ukoxtakun than tatam 
agethnangin patretax achextam ilan takali kegnan txichin ukuchgeli 
angalkingamchasam inignin.

Kanogen tuganangin ilan tutakun tatam tugali ketam angunisi akanangin 
amey ubrusan sexalganangin. Anagen txin esganangin—Kegnax ulutha atali 
tanam sakaligan aganangin slum ilan amey txin ayugnili achextam ulang in ilan 
keya, tanam machxethengnulu key, anagen txichin esganangin awa amey tuku 
wakun angagen thakage akanangin tanam usungin ilan.

Wan txichin utxinangin angagen machxithnangnulu aletxu amey 
angagem txichin esganangin wuyamulu ngan txichin ukuchgethukun. Mayam 
etangi, waku n txichin esganangin exethukun txichin atxagtegan.

Aman angalim ilan ikogananx athegagan extakox. Wakun txichin 
esganangin chetha tanan usungin lethnangin amey amakun anagen usungin atx- 
achesganulu, wan slox soxtan. Awasnekan usungin txichin uli txichin agetali 
awali slum tanam itxalaxtan ilan Leninam extaqa, "ting tanang istalakan. taga 
elagosnangin wan txin esxanam ngan, anugan ngin sakuli, amey slum txin isx- 
gana kayutoxta."

Awali amey angunisi anugnanan mali weya, amey Mayam etanegan ilan 
malgagan ukulgati wan anuganax ingaligan asxali, aman cham asxaxta yam mayu 
sextechxesgagan iltakox.

Anagen txichin esganaxtam thaki amey kanogen akalegan istagn estakun 
nan nanax kosan thakolextax akathun, angagen usungin ngin nganegali akat- 
nangi n amey kanogengin aqalegan axtali amey tanam chin ilan malganan ilan ali 
Anagen malganan atsatali samilkegan wan slum ilan, qaslugalnangin Revoli- 
tionarim qaslugasnanin keya—angagen tanam usungin ilan txin "samikox" slum 
txin esganangan keyarevolutinam samina Leninam angetqanginsaminagan 
ngan. Angagen usungin slum ilan malganan ukox tagn istakun tamnan atgagulu 
malgan ilan slum chemeka athgathukun, angagen anagen txichin esxanaxtan 
anutnangin slum chimika ukoxtagan istakun, slum ukoxtanangin amey mataknin 
txin esxananxtax athan, kayuchin ataan armegan ilan. Anagen txichin esganali . ,, D, , ■ataqan tanam Ilan athunulu tanam agetasam ilan wan angathutam sextagan ula ‘a Revolution... Le conflit de ces deux tendances marque
kayutogolu etethukox amey tamnan slum txin esgana agathukox. Wan angetali International des Ouvriers. C’est ce qui
amey athan uyanachin akatali wakun angagen txichin angathutlakan, txichin n i ■ enJeu—pour les actions des ouvriers revolutionnaires

agetali awali slum usu angetali anagen txichin esgananangin Cummunistam 
angagen sakulegan aganangin slum usu athan uyana.

Wan usu sagam ilan ukogna letham sukox... ukoknetha keya. exam- 
nakoxl ukoknetham ilan setgogex alakax... ukoknethan kachemotham an- 
tuchkayulu unatili angalim usungin amey anagen atxagnangin setxamathan 
ukuchxeli—anugakun wuyam. Leninax 1917 igan ilan ukoknethali iltakax eh?

May 1st in West Germany, 1981—thousands of immigrant workers and German youth disrupted traditional, reformist sponsored
May 1st rallies with revolutionary internationalism.

Primero de Mayo 1981 en Alemania Occidental miles de obreros immigrantes 'y jovenes alemanes trastornaron las concentra- 
clones tradicionales y reformistas del Primero de Mayo con el internacionalismo revolucionario.
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Primero de Mayo 1980, Detroit
May Day 1980 Detroit '

finir avec la subjugation d ’une natonalite par une autre, de la femme par I ’homme, vers 
I’extinction des guerres el des dtats-nations memes, et le brisement de toutes les chatnes 
de la tradition. El il n’yaqu 'une seulefafon de vraiment cilibrer celte fete: en lutte el en 
rebellion, diployant le drapeau rouge jusqu 'aux cieux dans chaque coin du globe, et 
combattant aussi loin que possible pour le futur rivolutionnaire.

L’histoire se ddveloppe en iclals retifs qui s'enflamment brusquement et puis 
s’apaisent seulement pour iclater de nouveau avec plus d’inlensiti. Derriere les 
secousses d’aujourd'huise Irouve un conflit de dimensionsprofondes quisecoueronl le 
globe, litiralemenl.

D’une part, les puissances impirialistes de tous les deux blocs de guerre dirigis 
par les E-U et I’URSS se priparenl a la guerre, faisant des conlorsions frinitiques dans 
les sables mouvants qu ‘its ont criis eux memes, essayant de preserver leurs empires alors 
qu 'ils avancent en titubiant vers le conflit nucliaire. Poussissur cette voiepar la logique 
de fou de leur systeme, ils sont aussi forces a infecter davantage “leurs” masses avec 
cette logique et a les aligner a s ’entretuer sous le drapeau de “la liberte et la democratic ’ ’ 
(style impirialisme occidental) ou de “la justice et la liberation” (style impdrialiste 
sovi(tique).

Et contre eux? La seule chose sur laquelle ils ne comptent jamais: I’esprit et la 
lutte revolutionnaires des masses, se repandant comme des feux souterrains de Gdansk 
jusqu ’au Salvador, jusqu ’aux camps de refugiis en Floride. On peut/’entendre dans les 
cris des jeunes—les mime accents faisant echo dans les rues d ’A ngleterre que sur les col- 
lines del'Eritree—indicant d’un air de d(fi que I’empereur est nu et defiant son empire. 
On peut le voir dans les yeux qui brillent une fois de plus d'une vision de liberation 
reflMe dans les feux des cieux nocturnes. On peut le sentir dans les battements de cceur 
qui battent de nouveau au ritme despieds a I’attaque et des echos d'ic6nes quise brisent. 
La revolution: une flamme rouge qui brule dans les nations opprimdes du monde et qui 
s’allume meme au sein des forteresses centrales, dans les pays impdrialistes memes, et 
dont le maillon dicisif est le role et la direction revolutionnaires du proletariat conscient 
de classe dans tous les pays.

C’est dans la forge du conflit qui sedeveloppe actuellement entre les forces de !a 
guerre imperialiste et cedes de la revolution sociale que sera could le futur. Le I er Mai il 
faudra que les forces de la revolution fassent un bond, en preparation.

Cejour Id ilfaudra que brille une vision: I’embryond’unproletariat conscient de 
son caractere international et de son antagonisme par rapport a toutes les formes de 
reaction et conscient de sa mission historique de conquerir le monde, ni plus ni moins. 
Les actions communes des ouvriers dans des regions differentes du globe devront etre 
infusees de la resolution deprocdder, comme disait Ldnine non pas “du point de vue de 
‘mon ’ pays... mais du point de vue de ma participation a la preparation, a la pro
paganda, aux travaux d’approche de la revolution proldtarienne mondiale. ”

Pour arriver aujourd'hui a executer de tels preparatifs activement et de toute 
urgence, et pour trouver les moyens, surtout le ler Mai, defaire avancer ceprocessus, il 
faudra absolument faire une rupture avec le poids mort du passe. II faudra fixer les 
coeurs et les yeux revolutionnaires au-deld du niveau miserable de suivre n’importe 
quelle lutte qui se presente, racontant aux masses ce qu ’ellessavent dejd, les main tenant 
renfermdes spirituellement et politiquement dans les confins de leur nation. On doit 
aussi se ddfaire de I’arithmetique trompeusement simple mais profonddment incorrecte 
selon laquelle les luttes populates—et meme les luttes revolutionnaires—dans chaque 
pays “equivalent” une revolution mondiale, et la remplacerpar !e calcul rdvolution-

naire du Idninisme. Surtout au cours d’une crise aigue qui aura des dimensions globales, 
il faut que le proletariat adopte uneperspective et une methode globale, coordmant ses 
forces comme des detachments d’une seule armde. Despercees, ne serait-ce que dans, un 
seul pays ou dans plusieurs, menent a un ajfaiblissement de tout I 'edifice pourri de I'en- 
nemi, et presente des possibilitds revolutionnaires encore plus larges dans le monde. 
C’est avec cet esprit et cette orientation que les forces conscientes de classe doivent 
avancer avec urgence vers un programme commun, une strategic commune, et une 
organisation commune d I ’dchelle Internationale de la tendance communiste rdvolution- 
naire/internationaliste proldtarienne.

Usepeut que tout ceci.semble n 'etre qu’un songe—qu’une vision. Eh bien! Au
jourd'hui ce n 'est rien de moins que des visions qui est exigd—des visions quipercent le 
voile du quotidien et de ce qui apparatt Evident pour riveter les vrais ressorts moteurs. 
N’accusait-on pas Ldnine d’etre visionnaire en 1917? Et Mao en 1966? Et cependant, 
n'est-ce pas que leurs reves changerent la face du monde et de I’humanitd, et qu’ilsse 
rdvdlerent plus rddls que les exhortations a "de deux maux, choisir le moindre" et a 
"litre rdaliste”? C’est le cadre de I’impdrialisme et le status quo qui ddterrninent les 
Hmitesdu "rdalisme” de ce rdvisionnisme et ce rdformisme...etaujourd’huicelaarrive 
encore une fois au moment oil les evenements mondiaux vont faire rouler des couronnes 
dans le ruisseau, off rant de grandioses opportunites aux revolutionnaires. Ne devrions- 
nouspas aussi aspirer aux memes hauteurs dlevds qu’ont escalade Lenine et Mao?

Done, cet appel du Parti Communiste Rdvolutionnaire, E-U:
Que le ler Maiporte tdmoignage, au sein meme des E-U, de ddchatnements en 

fabriques et dans les (coles, et toute sortes d’adivites politiques revolutionnaires dans 
les immeubles ouvriers, les prisons, aux carrefours, etdans toutes les spheres et bastions 
saerds, quiferont savoir d des millions de personnes, non seulement ici mais d I’echelle 
mondiale, qu 'en effet il se ddveloppe ici une section toujours plus grande de la popula
tion qui, aujourd’hui meme, "prepare les esprits et organise les forces” pour faire la 
revolution au sein de ce bastion de I’impdrialisme.

Mais de plus, que le ler Mai, 1982 rdvele le reve de I'unitdproietarienne Interna
tionale quis’dveille d trovers d’actions unifides quis ’(tendent des nations opprimdespar 
I impdrialisme jusqu’aux citadelles memes du capital; que le ler Mai soit un prdsage 
politique, meme-sicen’estquepour un jouroudeux, etaidedpreparerlecheminpour 
les jours pas tres dloignds ou le proletariat libdrera du territoire et prendra le pouvoir 
d’abord par ici, puis par Id, repoussd seulement pour se lancer de nouveau d I’attaque 
encore plus fortement, dmancipant autant du monde que possible des chalnes tordues 
de I’impdrialisme. Que le soleil du ler Mai brille partout sur les drapeaux rouges de la 
rdvolution, fleurissant comme des roses se frayant un chemin d trovers le bitume, in- 
domptable vie au milieu des decombres et la putrdfaction des moribunds.

Parti Communiste Rdvolutionnaire, E-U

Ceci est un appel brouillon. Nous espdrons que beaucoup de gens et organisa
tions de toutes sortes leferont circuler dans de langues diffdrentes, et qu ‘ils recuilleront 
les critiques et les apports d’autres, ainsi que les leurs, et les feront suivre avant la fin du 
mois de mars pour I'ddition f inale de I’appel—tout ce qui contribuera d des actions in- 
ternationalistes encore plus puissantes le ler Mai.

RCP.USA
Box 3486
Chicago, IL 60654, USA
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Feudal Lords Run Amok
In India

press, like the magazine India Today, 
began running out the story that the 
whole thing was nothing more than a 
“personal vendetta," an intra-caste 
rivalry. Somehow the fact that 24 people 
belonging to different families were bru
tally murdered because they all slighted 
these so-called vengeance-seekers doesn’t 
quite float. And while two different 
castes were involved—Jatavs (cobblers) 
and Thakurs, the attackers—the fact that 
the Jatavs are “Untouchables" and were 
demanding an end to the bonded-labor 
system in which they are forced to work 
in near slave-like relations to the 
landlords (Thakurs) is precisely the back- 
drop that this massacre was played out 
against.

Over 75% of India’s population lives 
in the countryside and is dependent upon 
the land for survival—and bare survival 
and subsistence is exactly what it is under 
conditions of feudalism that character
izes much of the relations in the agricul
tural sector—in a country ravaged by 
U.S., British and Soviet imperialism. For . 
the vast majority of poor and landless 
peasants life is a living hell at the hands 
of the landlords. Subjected to exorbi
tant rents (often paid in-kind with crops), 
high interest loans, bonded labor (esti
mates run over 7 million peasants held in 
this way) and torture and death, the peas
ants eke out an existence using wooden 
and iron ploughs pulled by bullocks and 
animal-drawn carts. India’s countryside 
in 1982 is cast in a medieval pallor. In 
fact, so backward and distorted has been 
India’s development under more than a 
century of imperialist domination that 
over 10 million people have been forced 
to turn to handicrafts—operating hand
looms for employment (handlooms, 
operated by individual laborers account 
for 45% of all the cotton cloth produced 
in India!) The caste system plays an im
portant role in perpetuating these semi- 
feudal relations.

In Bihar and in Uttar Pradesh the tar
gets of the landlords and their underlings 
have been the “Untouchables” or “hari
jans.” “Harijans” means “Children of 
God,” a name bestowed upon the “Un
touchables” caste by none other than 
Mahatma Gandhi—sort of an Indian 
version of the paternalistic and con
descending maxim: “God must’ve sure 
loved poor people because he made so 
damn many of them.” The "Untouch
ables” form the bottom tier of the caste 
system. In 1947 when India achieved for
mal “independence” from Britain “Un
touchability” was legally outlawed. To
day the “harijans” even have political 
representation in the Parliament, but the 
caste system not only remains but is very 
consciously propped up by the govern
ment especially. And the government has 
plied both forms of political control in 
the countryside on behalf of the 
landlords—paper reforms and formal 
proclamations of equality resting on 
armed might and terror.

Outside the boundaries of the caste 
system entirely are the country’s tribal 
peoples called Adivasis, who face mer
ciless national oppression at the hands of 
the ruling classes. If one finds it hard to 
comprehend what being “lower” than an 
“Untouchable” in India is like, perhaps 
this one example of what life is like for 
the Adivasis will help drive home the 
point. At an Indian Army artillery testing 
range some 475 miles south of the capital 
of New Delhi, Adivasis, having been 
forced from their traditional hunting and 
gathering spots in the jungles, are now 
compelled to make a living by scavenging 
the metal shrapnel from the range. The 
only problem is that the competition is so 
fierce that only the ones that move their 
carts fastest and as close behind the ex
ploding shells as possible will get enough 
money to live on. Whole villages of Adi
vasis in this area stand witness to the 
position of the tribal peoples in In
dia—villages where one can scarcely Find

a person unmaimed from this desperate 
life. It is reported that over 500 people a 
year are killed at the artillery range.

Significantly, in the face of escalating 
repression in the countryside and along 
with political agitation being carried out 
by revolutionaries, many of the tradi
tional barriers between the “Un
touchables” and the tribal peoples are 
beginning to break down and they are 
joining forces in a number of areas 
against their oppressors. In fact, theTri- 
puris of Tripura, the Nagas of Nagaland 
and the Mizos of Mizoram have been 
waging armed struggle against the regime 
for the last few years. It is against this 
growing resistance in the countryside and 
the spectre of much more, coupled with 
the desperate urgency of the landlords in 
the face of heightening economic crisis to 
further exploit and oppress the peasant 
masses, that this reign of terror is being 
unleashed.

But the calculated brutality of the 
Dcoli massacre did not go down so easily 
and the actions of the stale and national 
governments only revealed full well the 
vital role that the feudal oppression in the 
countryside—reinforced by the caste sys
tem-plays for the rulers and why they 
must prop up their landlord social base as 
part of maintaining their rule.

Amidst a veritable deluge of crocodile 
tears, mock outrage, and even a personal 
visit by helicopter by Prime Minister In
dira Gandhi herself, a number of new 
and improved forms of repression were 
implemented. Under the signboard of 
“anti-dacoit measures” (anti-robber 
gangs—/(IP) the area around Deoli has 
been turned into a virtual military camp. 
Police outposts have been beefed up and 
they have been given “greater mobility”

to conduct investigations (read: 
terrorize). An ordinance is also being 
readied in the state government that al
lows for the pre-trial detainment (up to 6 
months) of suspected gang members 
(read: communists and peasant rebels). 
In the national Parliament, where public 
outrage over the massacre forced a “de
bate” for two days, a member of the op
position of Indira Gandhi’s ruling party 
demanded that the “harijans” be settled 
in separate villages and given arms for 
their self-defense. No one should hold 
their breath awaiting the ruling class of 
India’s steps to provide arms for the 
“harijans"—but the idea of separate 
villages a la the strategic hamlet concept 
used by the U.S. in Vietnam may just 
catch on.

But despite the brutal repression being 
delivered by the landlords, their hirelings 
and the ruling class itself, all does not 
bode well for the parasites. For as this ex
cerpt from the Indian Marxist-Leninist 
newspaper Mass Line (December 1981) 
points out in no uncertain terms, the op
pressors are teaching the oppressed an in
valuable lesson in the aftermath of Bihar 
and Dcoli:

“In the wake of this latest massacre, 
the ruling politicans have again started 
talking about ‘giving arms to the 
harijans.’ These hollow words of theirs 
...are really aimed at stopping the 
oppressed from acquiring arms on their 
own. But this is the crux of the mat
ter—the answer to Deoli lies precisely in 
the downtrodden masses rising up in 
arms. And the masses are increasingly be
coming aware of it, which sends cold shiv
ers down the spine of the landed gentry 
and its protectors—the fascist state.” 

It was during the pre-dawn hours of 
October 30, 1981 that police under the 
direction of area landlords staged simul
taneous raids on more than 20 villages in 
the Patna district of the state of Bihar, 
India. At least 12 people were reported to 
have been brutally put to death at the 
hands of these hired guns as in village 
after village the same pattern of attack 
was duplicated again and again: police 
breaking into homesand dragging people 
to nearby fields to be tortured and killed, 
or indiscriminately shooting people 
down wherever they found them. One re
port in the local press remarked: “... the 
fields, with patches of crushed and 
bloodstained paddy stalks, provide a 
mute testimony to the police fury.” And 
the wounded fared little better in the hos
pitals as they were left unattended for 
hours on end on orders from the authori
ties—after all, these people are merely 
landless peasant “Untouchables.”

Exactly three weeks later, on Novem
ber 18, the village of Deoli in the Main- 
puri district of the state of Uttar Pradesh, 
witnessed similar landlord-inspired ter
ror—this time in broad daylight. There, 
at about 4:30 in the afternoon, 16 hired 
assassins wearing (allegedly) fake police 
uniforms gunned down 24 poor peasants 
and wounded at least 6 others before they 
fled. Both incidents, though occurring in 
different states and miles apart, are 
rooted in one common reality—an inten
sifying reign of terror being unleashed by 
landlords and their class allies among the 
rulers of India against the "Untouch
ables” in an effort to crush the resistance 
in the countryside and further tighten the 
chains of feudal domination.

In Bihar, there was no effort by the 
authorities to cover their motivations nor 
their plans for a bloodletting among the 
“Untouchables.” The Patna district has 
recently been the scene of growing de
mands by the poor peasants, headed by 
the Kisan Sabha (or peasants’ organiza
tion), for minimum wages to be paid to 
the agricultural laborers. The landlords’ 
response was the staging of a demonstra
tion on October 22 to which they mobi
lized and flaunted their private army call
ed "Bhoomi Sena,” and spent the day 
howling for the blood of the Naxalites. 
(The Naxalites are so named for a peas
ant uprising that took place in Naxalbari, 
West Bengal, in 1967 within which the 
Communist Party of India—Marxist- 
Leninist (CPI-ML) played a leading role. 
The rebellion was marked by land ap
propriations, peoples* courts and execu
tions of tyrannical landlords before it 
was put down. Today the name Naxalite 
is closely associated with the followers of 
the CPI-ML and with revolution and the 
death of feudalism in India’s country
side.) It is little wonder that the landlords 
were agitating for Naxalite blood—and 
they were not alone in their counter
revolutionary bayings. Indeed. October 
22 saw the putting aside of the electoral 
differences of a number of ruling c ass 
parties—Congress (I), Indira Gandhi s 
stronghold; the pro-Soviet Communist 
Party of India; the pro-Western 
Bharateeya Janata Party (BJP); and t e 
Janata Party—all actively cooperated in 
organizing this reactionary show ol 
force. This was the "official” blessing 
bestowed upon the murder spree i iai

It was also during this time that a land
lord in the Bihar area raped a 12-year-o d 
girl. The police immediately used this to 
prepare the groundwork for their ru 
attacks. Staging a mock kidnapping c 
the landlord the police set up the whole 
thing as peasants seeking revenge for the 
rape and used it as an excuse to terrorize 
the peasants in their "investigation < 
the kidnapping. It was but a prelude of 
things to come on October 30.

In Uttar Pradesh a different tack was 
taken in an effort to mask the ^ace 
landlords behind these murders. Imme
diately following the attack the bourgeois
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But while there is basic unity on all this 
. within the bourgeoisie, there is some 

dispute over whether the particular pro
posal by Schweiker will actually have the 
desired effect. For example, Con
gressman Henry Waxman openly fretted 
that the “stronger family ties” desired 
would actually be made weaker by the 
proposed regulations. “Such a proposal 
is a real barrier for many adolescents,” he 
said. “The effect of such regulations 
would be to discourage an adolescent 
from coming into a clinic for counseling 
or contraceptive services and to set back 
the desired results of encouraging com
munication between the adolescent and 
parent.” Same worries about the “failure 
to communicate,” but Waxman feels 
that the bourgeoisie would have belter 
success at counseling teenaged women in 
accepting family morals rather than at 
bludgeoning them.

There has also been worry within the 
bourgeoisie about the prospect of a mas
sive increase in teenage pregnancies, espe
cially among the most oppressed strata of 
society that tend to use the federally- 
funded centers the most (over 50% 
Hispanic in Los Angeles, for example). 
This is already recognized as an explosive 
problem tor them, as evidenced by the 
fact that 20% of all Black women, 1/3 of 
the women of childbearing age in Puerto 
Rico and an estimated 42% of Native 
American women (including 85% of the 
women of the Cheyenne tribe) have 
already been coerced into sterilization.

As things now- stand, Schweiker can 
issue the regulations at any time—in

sary. “We’re trying to change lives and 
therefore you have to have confronta
tions to have changes. They come here 
angry. They’re mad at the courts, at their 
parents. They’ve been kicked out of 
school.”

There is a great deal of dedication to 
the cause expressed in the above 
words—a dedication which the bourgeoi
sie hopes will be spread by the proposed 
regulation to many more fathers. But the 
official quoted above does have one ad
vantage here. Unlike fathers who many 
limes operate under the vicious illusion 
that “their” children are their own, the 
superintendent knows quite well that 
young women in bourgeois society ulti
mately belong under the authority of that 
patriarch of patriarchs—the bourgeois 
state. | .

DAUGHTERS
Continued from page 4 
while birth control for unmarried 
teenagers was by no means available to all 
who wanted it, most of the major cities 
that had been wracked by the rebellion of 
youth had some center that provided it 
without parental notification or consent. 
In a certain sense, this meant only "giv
ing" legally what was already being taken 
by many in hopes of preventing further 
questioning of the roots of this oppres
sion—and all oppression—and much 
more serious rebellion as a result. But it 
also had the effect of further loosening 
the family discipline clamp on young 
women.

This situation cannot be tolerated by 
the bourgeoisie today. Wracked by a 
crisis requiring an all-out gearing up for 
the ultimate defense of the empire, every 
form of reaction—including the ideologi
cal, and physical, stick of “family 
morality/family discipline” wielded 
against young w-omen—must be mar
shalled for the bourgeoisie’s gathering of 
forces in the field. The current official 
“concern for the family" fils in nicely 
with the “family is the backbone of 
America" line that is being run out with 
greater force these days both to raise up a 
banner to defend (along with God and, of 
course, country), and to ideologically ad
vance the overall escalating offensive 
against women—which also includes 
such physical manifestations as the denial 
of federally-funded abortions and the 
elimination of day care centers. At the 
same time, the "family discipline” can 
help prepare girls for a direct role in the 
defense of the empire.

into effect 60 days from the time of 
publication in the Federal Register. A 
court fight will undoubtedly ensue, but 
we would hasten to remind those who 
have faith in this that the Supreme Court 
last summer upheld a Utah State law re
quiring approval from both parents—or 
the court—before a teenager can get an 
abortion; in his legal justification, Chief 
Justice Burger identified the protection 
of “family integrity.”

Of course, there are many further 
moves in this area available to the bour
geoisie. They are not about to tolerate a 
whole raft of “unwanted” pregnancies 
(that is, those that they don’t want). In 
fact, that would be proof that the revival 
of “family discipline for the female” is 
not successfully reversing the current 
trend among young women. This will re
quire a further escalation of another cur
rent trend among the bourgeoisie, that is, 
the placing of young women in official 
institutions to restore discipline. As an 
example, we can look to recent testimony 
before the Senate Juvenile Justice Sub
committee about one such place in Okla
homa that houses runaways and or
phans. A 19-year-old girl revealed that 
she had been tied to the wall during the 
day and chained to the bed at night, and 
had repeatedly been beaten with a leather 
strap with keys attached to the end. A 
20-year-old was strip-searched and lock
ed in a 4-foot by 8-foot room for two 
weeks, at another time, her arms were 
strapped behind her back and her legs 
were bound. An 18-year-old had been 
sexually molested, and others said they 
had been given drugs, including LSD by 
guards. But the superintendent of the in
stitution claimed that all’ this was neces’-

It’s Got to Be a 
Vanguard
Continued from page 3
the proletariat in the U.S. has been formed and this will 
be the last time.” Well, that itself is a little bit of a 
metaphysical statement. On the one hand, yes, it’s very 
important, as I have just said, and in the way that I have 
just said, that a new party was formed. But on the other 
hand, if, owing to both the objective and subjective 
conditions, this party exists and carries on for 40 or 50 
years like the CPUSA before it and never leads a revolu
tion, what’s so great about that? Really why would it be 
so terrible if somebody got together and formed 
another party and tried to learn from the positive and 
negative and went ahead and tried to make revolution? 
Not because “to be around for 40 or 50 years and not 
make a revolution means you are a failure,” or that you 
must be wrong because you didn’t make a revolution. 
It's quite possible that the conditions never ripened to 
where you could make a revolution in that period and 
nevertheless you might have made real and important 
contributions not only in that country but more impor
tantly on an international scale. And if you were conti
nuing in that direction then it would be wrong for peo
ple to form another party. They (and you) should still 
seek to build that party as the vanguard and to draw on 
its mainly correct past and on its contributions and to 
continue going forward. But there’s nothing so holy 
about a party.

It is very hard to imagine that a party could stick 
around for 40 or 50 years, not have the objective and 
subjective conditions come together for making a 
revolution, end stay on the revolutionary road. It is not 
impossible. But it is not a virtue. Maybe the party is 
stale and basically lacking in what’s required to be a 
revolutionary vanguard if it’s been around for 40 to 50 
years. And again that’s not to say that it’s inevitable 
that if a party is around for 40 or 50 years that proves 
that it’s stale, that it has no revolutionary vigor, that it 
has lost its revolutionary thrust and so on. But, the 
point I’m trying to make here is that parties are in fact 
vanguards, they are in fact the expression in terms of 
the subjective factor of what is going on overall in the 
world as a whole, though they are not. as we’ve insisted 
on correctly, mechanically an expression of that. They 
are dialectically related to it and they react back upon it 
and have a tremendous role to play, which is linked to 
the role of consciousness and conscious initiative. They 
have a tremendous role to play in reacting back upon 
the overall objective situation internationally and, as a 
subordinate part of that, within a particular country.

It represented a tremendous contribution that in 
China a party was able to exist and remain a revolu
tionary vanguard for more than 50 years, with all the 
tremendous struggle that was involved in that whole 
process, before it was finally reversed by the revisionist 
triumph in China. That was a tremendous achievement, 
nothing to take lightly, or to say “it’s really old so it’s 
bound to be decayed and rotten.” There is a law that the 
new supersedes the old but you can’t mechanically app
ly that to parties because parties also take in the new. 
You can’t just look at the length of time a party has 
been there and say it’s old now, because it’s constantly 
taking in the new and getting rid of the old itself. Even-
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(and now the Chinese party itself as well) degenerated 
into revisionism. So it’s not an absolute law, and there’s 
not some kind of time barrier you pass after which you 
are bound to go into revisionism. But on the other hand 
there is a lesson to be drawn out. The important thing is 
that the party must actually be a revolutionary 
vanguard. And furthermore, that revolutionary 
vanguard is going to tend to ebb and flow and the 
overall development of things in the world is going to 
influence the conditions in which any party is working, 
which obviously will have an impact on the party 
itself—both its size and even its line. Of course, this has 
to be understood as a very sharply contradictory thing, 
a dialectical process, because the objective conditions in 
the world also include the revolutionary struggles in the 
world as a whole, which in turn are obviously influenc
ed by the subjective forces—and not just in each coun
try taken separately but by the overall effect of what 
they do. So it is very sharply contradictory.

I’m trying here to sharply combat this metaphysical 
notion that the party should somehow grow from 
smaller to bigger in a straight line. This is wrong even if 
you make a “dialectical adjustment” of your straight 
line concept in the sense that you allow for ebbs and 
flows, twists and turns and spiral development, but you 
still say that from Point A to Point B in time, over any 
ten-year period, the party should as a matter of princi
ple grow if it is on the right road. No, the party should

Kid ng lhe revolutionary banner and mamtammg 
revolutionary principle in pertods of acute revolu- 
‘’however'withnthat understanding the party should 
seek to grow as much as it can, to develop its quan
titative aspect as much as conditions a low on the basts 
Of putting quality first. And parttcularly tn pertods 
when there are the beginnings of social ferment, of up
surge when the conditions are beginning to ripen and 
that’s beginning to find expression politically tn the 
society and in the world, the party should seize every 
opportunity to expand, develop and grow quantitative
ly to enlarge its membership in dialectical relationship 
with the qualitative aspect in the way we have been talk
ing about it, and with that qualitative aspect being the 
principle aspect, the one that overall is playing the 
decisive and determining role in this back and forth bet
ween quantity and quality.

We can go back to those examples I gave earlier of the 
CP’s recruiting methods, which are a sharp expression 
of its opportunism overall. Of course you can build a 
bourgeois party big quantitatively without it having a 
Marxist-Leninist line, because the Democratic Party 
has a much bigger membership than the CP, and cer
tainly than our party does. (That much we’ll tell the 
FBI: the Democratic Party has a bigger membership 
than our party.) That is an example where quality is also 
determining quantity in a different way; there is a 
bourgeois line that’s reflected in a bourgeois kind of 
way of getting membership and a bourgeois way of 
building that organization. But a qualitatively different 
kind of quality—that is, a qualitatively different kind 
of line, a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist line—requires 

‘ in a qualitatively different way. 
And in that context you cannot over a long period of 
time quantitatively build up your party and member
ship as a Marxist-Leninist party without putting the 
question of the line in first place. If you don’t con
tinually train the members of the party itself, and also 
those advanced forces who are drawn toward and 
brought into the party, in the theory and application of 
that line, if the party as a whole is not constantly 
deepening its grasp and application of a Marxist- 
Leninist line in dialectical relationship with the develop
ment of the world situation and of the objective factor 
in an overall sense, then over a period of time that’s go
ing to also be reflected quantitatively. It’s going to be 
reflected in the fact that you’ll lose membership and not 
only, at least, as a result of what may be an unfavorable 
objective situation, but also because of the situation in 
the subjective factor. That is, your line will eventually 
cause you to lose membership much more so than even a 
temporary ebb or a temporary setback in the overall 
movement will cause you to lose it. And a wrong line 
will also cause you to fail to gain membership, or 
perhaps even to lose membership, when the objective 
conditions are becoming more favorable and when you 
could gain a lot more membership if guided by a correct 
line. So that’s one aspect of this quality and quantity 
thing.

tually every party will be replaced by the new—which is 
communism, and not necessarily another party. So we 
have to understand it that way, but at the same time 
what I'm combatting is this metaphysical notion that a 
party is an “institution." It’s sort of like socialist states, 
as if they should exist because abstractly they are good 
things. Well, that depends on the content of them and 
the role they play. One of the tendencies we have to 
struggle with very strongly is the line that anything a 
socialist state does to maintain itself and defend itself is 
justified because it’s a socialist state, even if the content 
of it is against the socialist revolution and the advance 
toward communism internationally. This is the kind of 
thinking that has been handed down to us from the in
ternational communist movement. The same thing ap
plies to parties. Whatever a party does is not good or 
justified just because it’s a communist party and you 
need a communist party, a vanguard.

Precisely this leads us back to the question of quality 
and what a party’s line is and whether or not it is able to 
steel and temper itself through all the periods of ebb and 
flow, through the periods of both revolutionary depres
sion and tremendous upheaval and revolutionary ad
vance. There’s nothing magical or metaphysical that 
says just because a party is formed and plays a good role 
for some amount of time, that party therefore has a 
right to exist in perpetuity, no matter what it does after 
that—as if it somehow ought to be upheld and defended 
regardless of the content of what it does. There has to be 
tremendous struggle over the content of what its line is 
and therefore what it does, the role it plays.

The Chinese party remained on the revolutionary 
road for over 50 years and it continued to advance, 
because you can’t remain on a revolutionary road 
unless you do continue to advance, and it did lead the 
struggle of the international proletariat to its highest 
pinnacle so far. But precisely that stands out very sharp
ly in contradiction to the general trend. Almost all the 
parties which were members of the Third International that you build a party

time quantitatively build up your party and member-
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May DAY
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the ICC held that the Lakota Sioux 
should be paid what amounts to worth
less trinkets for their land. Even going by 
1877 standards, the $ 17.5 million in prin
cipal and $85 million in interest for the 
Black Hills amounts to highway robbery. 
Because of the rich subsurface mineral 
deposits in the hills, the area is today 
estimated to be worth at least $50 billion. 
The court conveniently skirted this issue 
on the grounds that in 1877 the Indians 
were not aware of the mineral wealth.

The timing of this ruling, coming on

this act, the courts took a leisurely twenty 
years to rule on the suit filed for the re
turn of the Black Hills. When the case fi
nally came up in 1942, it was thrown out 
of court.

But to keep the hope of legal remedies 
dangling before the masses, in 1946 Con
gress set up the Indian Claims Commis
sion (ICC), again with the same purpose 
of monetary awards only. This time 
around the law suit for the Black Hills 
was pending for an even more leisurely 24 
years before the court ruled on it. In 1974

the heels of the 1973 occupation of 
Wounded Knee, was far from coinciden
tal. Pine Ridge Reservation where 
Wounded Knee village is located is the 
home of the Oglala Lakotas, and recogni
tion of the Fort Laramie Treaty was rais
ed as a central issue during the heroic and 
inspiring occupation. On June 30, 1980 
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ICC 
decision and awarded $122 million to the 
Sioux nation.

In the meantime, a movement to reject 
Continued on page 20
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Everywhere
with glue made from tooth paste 
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Garcia's picture on the jail walls 
May DAY
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In a recent decision, the U.S. Supreme 
Court has once again upheld the federal 
government’s centuries-long robbery of 
Indian land. On January 18, theSupreme 
Court affirmed a lower court ruling that 
the Oglala band of the Lakota (Sioux) 
Nation is entitled to monetary compensa
tion only for the Black Hills of South 

°La —d Can never re&ain the land. 
This decision comes smack dab in the 
middle of an intensifying struggle by Na
tive people for the return of their territory 
and underscores the irreconcilable nature 
of the conflict between the Indians and 
U.S. imperialism. With the establishment 
ol Yellow Thunder Camp ten months ago 
in the Black Hills (see RW, Sept. 18, 
1981) the Indians announced their deter
mination to reclaim the stolen land, and 
the recent Supreme Court decision has 
drawn the lines more sharply and raised 
the stakes of this battle.

As the spiritual center of the Lakota 
Nation, the Black Hills has long been a 
focal point of Indian struggle and resis
tance. The area was part of a total of 7.3 
million acres guaranteed by the 1868 Fort 
Laramie Treaty for the “absolute and un
disturbed use and occupation by the In
dian people.** But the ink was barely dry 
on this agreement when the discovery of 
gold in the Black Hills precipitated an 
onslaught of the cavalry with the white 
settlers not far behind. After the U.S. 
government failed to get the required 
three-quarters of adult Indian men to 
vote for the sale of the Black Hills, the 
1868 treaty was expeditiously scrapped in 
favor of outright seizure of the land and 
the murder of the “hostile Indians.”

The history surrounding the legal bat
tle that ensued to regain the Black Hills is 
an exposure of the decades of subterfuge 
and swindle of the Indians. In an attempt 
to legitimize the ripoff of Native land, in 
1920 Congress declared for the first time 
that the Indians had the right to sue for 
monetary compensation, but not for the 
return of their land. After the passage of
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rcrambledto peel, scrub, scrape and blast that

Msubverlive, down-right communist image from everyone's sight

But when the time came to skulk along the painted line 
on the far side of the bars, 
in the second circle of Hell, 
It wasn't just the Cheshire
May DAY

that bent a kink of nerves from their rectum to their hearts 
Damidn Garcia
May DAY , .
Standing loudly on their venerated monument 
and the dreaded cloth, color of blood 
impeding ‘he prophecy of their demise._______________________

On the first of May 
every man doing time hadn't been lookin' towards that day 
But the pigs they've always known 
May DAY 
meant more than a grade school dance, a lollypop 
and a local 25 parade.
The
May DAY 
Brigade's blood fresh on their heels 
& too nervous to fake it 
they slammed each man 
and 
May DAY 
the lock down cut a line deep enough 
forcing each man to decide. 
May DAY 
To sing a tuneless rhythm 
May DAY 
a fearsome bellow

echoed through the catacombs of the L.A. County Jail 
May DAY — May DAY — May DAY — May DAY
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El Salvador
Continued from page 6 
economic, political or military steps they 
take will be determined mainly by inter
national considerations. As the trusty 
U.S. spokesman Alexander Haig so ac
curately put it: “It would be fallacious to 
conduct foreign policy based on the 
lowest common denominator of the na
tional mood.” In other words, they will 
do what they got to do in Central 
America or anywhere else and then worry 
about trying to drag U.S. public opinion 
along withit and neutralize opposition as 
much as possible. The imperialists are 
not fascinated with where the majority of 
people are at on any particular policy 
they may take. If a particular move is un
popular, they will present people with a 
fait accompli and then use all their state 
apparatus to try and put down or cool 
out opposition hoping to rely on the 
relative passivity of a large section of the 
masses of people in this country at this 
time and use various political spokesmen 
to increasingly narrow the terms of the 
debate over the particular action. For 
this reason it is very dangerous to get 
caught up in the trap of thinking that 
public opinion in this country alone will 
prevent U.S. escalation in El Salvador 
even as growing opposition continues 
and must be built. Il is imperialism itself 
that has to be dealt with at the soonest 
possible time.

The liberals are out there in a big way 
at this point playing their typical role of 
deflecting opposition and acting as a 
cover for government plans whatever 
they turn out to be. While there are real 
divisions among the ruling class over 
tactics in Central America with a number 
of liberals advocating negotiating with 
the FDR/FMLN, this does not lessen 
their role as defenders of imperialism one 
bit. (In fact, it puts a little more self- 
righteous indignation into their act.) In 
the past week, three separate tours of El 
Salvador by members of Congress have 
taken place, and virtually everyone came 
away moaning about the current situa
tion and calling for “negotiations” with 
the FDR/FMLN. At the same time. 30 
congressmen have filed a lawsuit against 
the Reagan administration, claiming that 
he is violating the War Powers Act re
quiring the president to get the approval 
of Congress before he changes the status 
of U.S. combat troops anywhere in the 
world. And a non-binding resolution has 
been introduced in both houses of Con
gress calling for an “internationally 
supervised cease-fire” in El Salvador and 

Black

Continued from page 4
in its infancy, and in order that it may 
grow up faster, it must become infected 
with intolerance against those who retard 
its growth by subservience to spontanei
ty." And while this applies to the revolu
tionary movement internationally, there 
are special dimensions in the countries of 
the Eastern bloc where the masses face 
the ‘new’ question of making revolution 
against a variety of capitalist rulers who 
claim to preside over a “socialist state.” 
This presents new theoretical tasks that 
must be taken up and met head on by the 
proletarian revolutionaries.

All this demonstrates once again that 
the movement in Poland has come up 
against the objective need for a vanguard

The very next morning three Tokala 
members were arrested for illegal open 
fires. But the sacred fire stayed lit until 
November 15 when the camp was overrun 
by a combined invasion force of 100 
South Dakota State Troopers and the 
Custer County Sheriff’s Department. 
Some cops were dressed in jungle fatigues 
and armed with semi-automatic wea
pons, and others in riot gear and carrying 
shotguns. The Indian men were ordered 
at gunpoint to stamp out the fire. 13 men 
and women were arrested and their seven 
children taken into custody. On Decem
ber 14 four were convicted of charges of 
starting an illegal fire; nine were acquit
ted.

No doubt the authorities are awaiting 
the first opportunity to launch this kind 
of vengeful assault against Yellow Thun
der Camp. The only constraint that has 
prevented this thus far is the specter of a 
Pandora’s box of opposition that such an 
attack would unleash. O

Hills
Continued from page 19
the compensation began among the Ogla- 
las who realized that acceptance of the 
blood money would put the final legal 
stamp of approval on the theft of the 
Black Hills. They Filed a law suit exposing 
the U.S.’ unilateral abrogation of the 
1868 treaty and demanding the return of 
the Black Hills on the grounds that it has 
been the principal place of worship for 
the Oglalas. All of these arguments were 
of course rejected by the Supreme Court 
in its January 18 decision which once 
again upheld the S122 million bribe.

This ruling is not only an arrogant con
firmation of the bourgeoisie’s sacred 
right to rip off Indian land, it is also the 
green light for further exploitation of the 
Black Hills which has accelerated greatly 
over the last decade. Corporate vultures 
have been hungrily eyeing the area be
cause of its rich uranium deposits. The 
people have already seen the bitter fruit 
of uranium mining carried out in the area 
from 1951 to 1974 — death, disease, de
formed children and the poisoning and 
destruction of the environment — and 
are strongly opposed to the resumption 
of this deadly activity. While no mining 
has yet begun, all of western South Dako
ta is under intensive exploration for ura
nium by 27 companies including energy 
giants like Kerr McGee, Exxon, Mobil 
and Union Carbide. Uranium is an essen
tial ingredient in the development of nu
clear power and nuclear weapons and 
thus key to the imperialists’ plans to gear 
up for world war and to attain a greater 
degree of American energy “self-suffi
ciency."

small farmers and merchants.” Carpio 
specifically points to the “unity” be
tween Christian Democrats and “Marx
ists,” pledging in the name of being 
"realistic” that this broad program has 
nothing “to do with Socialism or a 
socialist government.” This is quite true, 
from the standpoint of what genuine 
socialism is, but for Carpio, whose 
"socialist vision” is a dream of state
capitalist bureaucracy dependent on the 
Soviet Union, it is a shameless lie. For the 
revisionists in El Salvador, trying to 
negotiate their way into a portion of 
power over the masses’ heads has 
everything to do with the future attain
ment of those dreams.

The point here is to appeal to a section 
of the Western imperialists to back this 
effort—and not just those in Western 
Europe either. Carpio and his mentors 
also see openings within the U.S. bour
geoisie for gathering support. Hence, he 
praises the “North American people who 
have such deep humanistic values,” and 
moans that they are being “led along a 
militaristic and aggressive path.. .(and) 
do not deserve this image. This is perhaps 
one of the greatest crimes committed by 
the Reagan government in supporting 
this kind of war.” The “image” spoken 
of is a worry for the U.S. bourgeoisie, 
which is exactly who Carpio is trying to 
pander to here. Not only is he referring to 
the political turmoil within the U.S. but 
he is also referring to similar “image" 
problems internationally, and the 
already-mentioned worries within the 
U.S. bourgeoisie over this. In other 
words, he is offering the U.S. bourgeoi
sie a temporary out—just get behind the 
Salvadoran negotiation efforts and it will 
solve some big problems for them—a 
particularly interesting part of the meth
odology behind the “historic compro
mise” strategy for revisionists wherever 
it is applied.

This is a major reason why the U.S. 
has refused to negotiate so far. It wants 
to prevent such a historic compromise 
from coming to power which would, in 
fact, further strengthen the Soviet Union 
in Central America in many ways. So the 
whole international situation is sharply 
focused around El Salvador. And this 
very fact magnifies the significance of the 
political developments in and around El 
Salvador. And the great difficulties for 
imperialism in Central America provide 
great opportunities to expose and oppose 
them as well as presently great oppor
tunities for the advancement of the 
revolutionary interests of the Salvadoran 
people as part of the worldwide revolu
tiondrystruggle. (“1

against it thus far, they have acted swiftly 
and viciously against a smaller encamp
ment where they do not face the same 
constraints. Crazy Horse Camp, initiated 
by the Oglala Sioux Tribal Council, was 
set up in the Wind Cave National Park in 
the Black Hills on June 25,1981 in solida
rity with the aims of Yellow Thunder 
Camp. After moving to a better winter 
campsite at Sheridan Lake, officials from 
the Department of Interior offered to ne
gotiate the return of the Black Hills. 
About two-thirds of the people returned 
to the reservation at this point to take the 
government up on its offer, while the rest 
remained in the camp; but no negotia
tions have taken place to date.

In protest of the government’s deceit, 
on November 9 a group of traditional 
Oglalas, the Tokala, rejoined the others 
in their spiritual winter camp at Flynn 
Creek. As a spiritual custom, an eternal 
fire was kept burning in the center of the 
camp.

Spontaneity
party, armed with a scientific Marxist- 
Leninist, Maoist line, to guide the revolu
tionary struggle consciously toward the 
anndd seizure of power by the pro
letariat. Subsequent chapters in the 
history of this struggle have, of course, 
yet to be written. In the meantime, the 
extent to which spontaneity is worship
ped can only result in a commensurate 
sacrificing of the revolutionary initiative 
of the masses on the bloody altar of the 
bourgeoisie—East and West. To put it 
bluntly, as Lenin often did, “Any fool 
can participate in the spontaneous birth 
of a new social order." But as a 
means let alone a strategy—for carry
ing out proletarian revolution.. .well, 
'------- n

negotiations toward a “political solu
tion.” All this is a real indication of the 
difficulties the U.S. is facing in El 
Salvador.

In the context of the deep U.S. worry 
over Central America the debate entitled, 
“Is El Salvador Another Vietnam?” has 
once again surfaced in the media. 
Newsweek points out that the “Vietnam 
analogy is particularly sensitive,” while 
Time devotes a 2-page essay to make the 
point that “it is not Vietnam.” More 
than anything particular about the actual 
situation in El Salvador, the Time essay 
stresses the "unnatural, and certainly 
unhealthy extent” to which the Vietnam 
analogy has even been raised—pointing 
very sharply to the overall public opinion 
needs of the U.S. bourgeoisie around 
this. Calling the Vietnam analogy 
“fallacious not just in the objective dif
ference between the two situations, but in 
the way that indulgence of a false 
analogy can skew judgment,” the essay 
repeatedly makes the point that 
Americans have to get Vietnam behind 
them or they will not be able to rise to the 
challenges of today. “Soldiers, it has 
often been said, have the'bad habit of 
waging the last war. Americans, in their 
current fretting over El Salvador, are 
similarly afflicted.. .those who dwell 
obsessively on the past are prone to poor 
analysis, divisive debate, unconstructive 
criticism and bad decisions as they face 
the future.” The very tone of this essay, 
coupled with the repeated administration 
need to convince one and all that El 
Salvador is not another Vietnam (for the 
nakedly imperialist reason that it is in 
“our hemisphere”) is testament to the 
political damage that the U.S. suf
fered—and has still not recovered 
from—in Vietnam.

In the case of El Salvador, the obvious 
surface similarities with Vietnam con
tinue to haunt them. Not only is this yet 
another brutal imperialist war in a small 
“third world” country, but the very way 
that the U.S. has been getting into it is 
very reminiscent of the past. Certainly 
the shameless lies from U.S. officials, the 
rhetoric, the nature of the “democracy” 
that the U.S. is bringing to El Salva
dor—all this and much more are vivid 
reminders of the nature of U.S. im
perialism as it got exposed in all its 
bloody glory through its crushing defeat 
in Vietnam.

But while the nature of the U.S. has 
not changed, the world situation 
has—and it is for that reason that El 
Salvador in fact not another repetition 
of Vietnam. The stakes for the 
U.S.—and for its main imperialist rival.

The powerful necessity to steamroll 
ahead with the exploration of uranium is 
what lies behind the government’s ada
mant refusal to return even a square inch 
of the Black Hills. All kinds of threats 
and inducements have been brought to 
bear against the Lakota tribal councils to 
get them to accept the 122 million-dollar 
bribe and “close the book” on the return 
of the Black Hills. But years of struggle 
over this issue has forced even the conser
vative tribal councils to reconsider. At 
this point two tribal councils have re
jected the money outright, two are divid
ed over the issue and three have voted to 
accept, although no money has actually 
been dispensed yet.

The establishment of Yellow Thunder 
Camp in the Black Hills marked a leap in 
the struggle to reclaim this area through 
the occupation of the stolen land. Led by 
the American Indian Movement (AIM), 
40-60 people set up a permanent camp 
and filed a claim for 800 acres of land.

While Federal Marshalls have been ac
tively training for an assault on the camp, 
what has restrained the master from un
leashing these dogs up to this point is the 
broad support that has been generated by 
the demand for the return of Indian land. 
As winter approached, the feds’ tactic 
was to starve the camp out by announcing 
that all roads and supply routes into the 
area would be closed down. A big effort 
was waged on this front throughout the 
Southwest and the West Coast with In
dians coming to the forefront to donate 
food, blankets and other supplies. In De
cember of last year, supplies were trucked 
into the area by road and a successful 
air drop to Yellow Thunder Camp was 
pulled off despite threats by the Federal 
Aviation Administration to arrest the pi
lots.

While support for Yellow Thunder has 
restrained the government from moving

the Soviet Union-arc much higher to
day. The whole world is on the line—and 
the particular situation in any country 
must all the more be viewed tn that light 
in order to be understood. Driven with 
increasingly intensified necessity toward 
a world war to determine which im
perialist superpower will rule the roost, 
the U.S. is scrambling to get the situation 
in Central America and El Salvador 
under its control, and is in deep trouble. 
The interpenetration of sharply 
deteriorating economic and political fac
tors has unleashed storms of struggle 
throughout the region that threatens to 
spread all the way north to Mexico and 
south to the strategic Panama Canal. 
This situation has helped intensify the 
turmoil within the Western bloc, driving 
the U.S. even harder to find a “solution” 
which will meet its global needs.

At the same time, the Soviet Union, 
equally driven by the same necessity, has 
been maneuvering in greater and greater 
measure to take advantage of the U.S.’ 
difficulties in this part of the world Oust 
like the U.S. does in the Soviet “spheres 
of influence”) and has gained a signifi
cant amount of influence within the 
Salvadoran opposition. Pursuing the 
“historic compromise” strategy—for the 
moment—as the way to get a portion of 
political power in their own hands in 
preparation for making a grab for the 
whole thing at a time when the U.S. 
might be less capable of defending its 
possessions, pro-Soviet revisionist forces 
have been able to maintain an alliance 
with bourgeois forces in opposition to 
the junta that have historically been 
dependent upon the Western imperial
ists. The fact that this alliance has held up 
through continued U.S. pressure is fur
ther proof of the bad situation the U.S. is 
in in El Salvador.

Recently, pro-Soviet revisionist leaders 
have shown their willingness to bend over 
backwards in the direction of various 
Western imperialist forces in a concerted 
effort to both take advantage of and fur
ther exacerbate the contradictions within 
the U.S.-led bloc. A sharp example of 
this can be found in published excerpts 
from a recent interview given by 
Salvador Cayetano Carpio, the coor
dinator of the FMLN’s Supreme Com
mand and longtime revisionist leader. 
His comments appeared in the New York 
Times and in other newspapers around 
the country, pledging the FMLN’s 
leadership’s commitment to a program 
“broader than that of many of the 
democratic governments in Europe” 
where “there is room for everybody’s 
contribution from large businessmen to
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not only would people be unconcerned 
about it, their contact with those people is 
so minimal they wouldn’t even know any
thing had happened.

I know most of the Black people here 
were involved in electoral politics. I know 
the mayor, I know most of the mayor’s 
staff. I know the current mayor. He’s 
from New Orleans. I’ve worked with him 
very, very closely. I don’t consider myself 
a friend of any of those people. Because I 
for one, I want to be very clear — I’m not 
hostile towards them, but where we differ 
is, I for one consider this country a white 
country. And what I mean by that: this is 
a country set up to serve the interest and 
meet the needs of white people first and 
foremost.

I think it’s an obscenity and a crime for 
any Black person in this country to stand 
up publicly and say that it is possible for 
the majority of Black people, or for a sig
nificant number of Black people, to sur
vive and make it under this system. That 
is an out and out lie and an obscenity and 
a crime for any Black person to make 
such a statement. The political leaders of 
Atlanta for the last 30 years have pushed 
that myth.

Of this wonderful city called Atlanta, 
where race is not an issue, I’ve never felt 
that here was a city that there was dyna
mics coming out of the Black communi
ty, that when things happened to Black 
people, or Black people felt things were 
about to happen to them, that there were 
agencies and structures in place that 
could deal with that. So for me the fact 
that 40 odd or 50 odd Black children that 
have been killed or are missing at this 
time, and that there is no concern from 
the Black political leadership, from the 
church leadership of this city — I am not 
at all surprised. Atlanta is a city, the one 
city in this country where the class divi
sions are very great, very pronounced, 
and very long enduring. But more impor
tantly, Black people in this city of the 
middle class have the skills, the education 
to sort of slide into certain types of mana- 

Martin Luther King’s dream is so shat- gerial positions. Those people are content 
tered. Our dreams are so shattered. We 
are not free. We are a long ways from be
ing free. I know I’m not free. We all are 
living in a hell. The thing is to try and sur
vive in it, have a little love in it, and we 
will make it. I think we’re all up here to 
ask questions and communicate, that’s 
something Black people don’t do 
enough, and that’s something we need to 
do now. Thank you so much, 1 love you. 
God bless you.

Walter Collins
Walter Collins is a citizen of the 

Republic of New Afrika and long-time 
revolutionary activist who spent three 
years in prison in the 1960s for refusing 
the draft.

I would like to start off my presenta
tion by talking a little bit about my in
volvement in this situation in Atlanta. I 
was in Atlanta in May and June of 1979.1 
think we were told that something like 4 
or 5 Black children were missing at that 
time. And I met with some of the parents 
and I can remember two things struck me 
at that time. One was that all the kids that 
were missing at that time, the kids had 
come from fairly together families — to
gether in the sense that they were strug
gling families, the parents were pretty 
much concerned for their kids.

The kids were also hustlers. I don’t 
mean that in a negative sense; I mean that 
the kids were really, trying to make a con
tribution towards the families’ wellbeing. 
The other thing that struck me at that 
time was that there did not seem to be 
anything in place in the city of Atlanta, 
that people from the community could 
raise with their churches or their political 
leaders in the city problems that they 
have.

There was no means for Black parents 
to communicate to the city fathers and 
mothers that they were concerned about 
the fact that at that point I think it was 5 
children had been missing and no one 
seemed concerned about what this was all 
about. And it struck me, what I said 
about Atlanta in 1961 (when I was living 
here for a period of time): Atlanta had to 
be the one city in this country where the 
Black community was so divided on the 
basis of class that anything, literally any
thing could happen to Black children or 
Black people coming from classes other 
than bourgeois Atlanta University Center 
Blacks, anything could happen ... and

for the most part to manage the system as 
it is.

So we have to understand why it was 
possible for 40 odd Black kids to be mur
dered in this city, and we have Black lead
ers, educated Black folk, saying that race 
is not an issue, and these children are 
missing, maybe because their parents did
n’t properly take good care of them. If 
everything they said about people’s pa
rents were true, that does not justify the 
fact that people can sit back and allow a 
thing to happen to children and not con
cern themselves.

Going back to 2 other things about that 
time period — 1979 — it was clear that 
we, the city, had an administration that 
was far more concerned about how they 
were going to look in the history books — 
when the history of Atlanta is written — 
how will it look in the history books, as 
opposed to what did they do as elected of
ficials, as government leaders, to enhance 
the Black community, to advance and 
eradicate terrible conditions Black people 
face. They were far less concerned about 
that ...

Looking at that situation, you can 
clearly understand their official figures 
— 29, 36 kids depending on who you talk 
to could be found murdered or missing, 
and the concern of the city is minimal. 
Because for them Atlanta exists as a place 
where Black people who accept the crite
ria of what’s considered decent, what’s 
considered good American, where those 
Black people can make it.

I’d like to break that down in terms of 
what I mean. Atlanta is a city that says to 
its Black population: “Learn to speak 
properly,” which means speak like white 
people; “get a degree if you can”; third
ly, “at least have a marketable skill.” If 
you have those things then the system 
works for you. And those are the things 
that Black people should strive for. As 
opposed to looking at the situation where 
you’re talking about a group of people 
that historically has been on the bottom 
.... And you have that situation right 
here in Atlanta, that things can happen in 
the Black community and no agency, no 
structure is in place that people can ask 
for redress. Now look at the current si
tuation in terms of Wayne Williams, 
Everybody looks at that and thoughts 
pop up about what the press has said, 
what the media is saying, and what’s 
come out at the trial.

Well, there's a couple of things about

that. First of all, trials in this country 
have nothing to do with what people are 
tried for. What is going on in Atlanta is 
that a team of lawyers — one called the 
prosecution, one called the defense — are 
arguing over phrases and what they define 
as evidence. I think it’s important to look 
at the evidence, because one thing the evi
dence says is that Wayne Williams came 
from a family that is on the outs, a family 
that is sliding into poverty. We know all 
the murdered children come from essen
tially poor families, so that it would stand 
to reason that fibers — basic threads 
from clothes, that you find on 29 bodies 
or 25 bodies — are similar. Poor people 
generally are going to shop at the same 
places. The same clothes that I wear are 
the same clothes you wear because we are 
likely to have gone-to the same stores. 
The only people in this country that are 
likely to have unique clothing and unique 
household goods are rich people, because 
they’re going to have theirs designed one 
of a kind. So the only thing we can say 
about the evidence is the evidence proves 
what we already know .... The kids who 
have been found murdered and missing 
were poor. It doesn’t take any smarts to 
figure that out. That’s all the evidence 
proves — that poor people are forced to 
interact with each other.

On that basis, though, they’re trying 
to hang a man. I don’t know whether 
Wayne is guilty or innocent, I’m not even 
concerned about that. The fact is he is not 
even charged with murdering any of the 
children. And why is that true? Let’s look 
at what they’re pushing. Even the most 
governmental-oriented Black person in 
this city — and I take this to mean even 
the people in power — they would be 
pretty much outraged if the prosecution 
tried to berate 29, 30 or 40 missing chil
dren in terms of intimating that they were 
involved in bizarre sexual practices, that 
they were involved in some kind of prosti
tution rings. So they can’t say that about 
29 children.

But you can say that about 2 adult 
Black men — one who the community 
says is retarded, the other one the com
munity says is kind of a hustler. So you 
can intimate that and while people might 
not buy it totally, they’re not going to get 
too upset.

So you try Wayne Williams for the 
murder of two adults, but then imply that 
you think that the same kinds of things 
that happened to those two, are the same 
thing that happened to the children. So 
that what you want to create in people’s 
minds is that Wayne Williams is a mon
ster. You have a mad man here that hates 
Black people and has very strange sexual 
passions — the kinds of things that sell 
papers, the kinds of things that get people 
upset. But the question we all should ask 
ourselves is, that with all these investiga
tions, and with all these attempts to tie 
him to these things — they have only 
charged him with the murder of the two 
adults that were missing during this pe
riod of time. That in and of itself ought to 
say to every person that is in this room 
that the state of Georgia, the city of At
lanta, and the-prosecutors in this case 
have very strong feelings that Wayne Wil
liams is not guilty of murdering these 
kids. There has never been a time in the 
history of this country when a white pro
secutor thought twice about prosecuting 
a Black person because the evidence was 
shaky. We know of places where people 
have gone to prison, even been electro
cuted, where they didn’t have any evi
dence. The only reason the state is not 
prosecuting Wayne Williams for the mur
der of 28, 32, 39 children is the fact that 
they believe he is innocent of those mur
ders. If they had any inkling at all that he 
was guilty, he’d be prosecuted.

When I was in Mississippi in 1963, and 
again in 1964, but particularly in 1963, 
when someone was kidnapped and they 
were looking for that person and couldn’t 
find him, they dredged the Pearl River. 
They found 16 bodies, and it was like they 
didn’t find anything. It was like they did
n’t even bother to look any more. So I’m 
not at all concerned about the fact that 
the FBI and the police in DeKalb County, 
and the police in Guinnet County did not 
worry about the fact that Black kids were 
missing. Why should they? When have 
they ever been concerned about the plight 
of Black people? I am concerned, 
though, that we aren’t concerned. Here 
in Atlanta, it is the people as a whole that

cause I’m sure they’d probably throw me 
off anyway. Because I would just burst 
out and say, well, I would just ask wit
nesses questions. I sat there and listened 
to a couple of witnesses testify and I 
didn’t hear from the defense, “Why 
didn’t you come forward before Wayne 
Williams got arrested, and why couldn’t 
you identify him then, because they have 
a sketching person down there who can 
sketch a person out from a description.” 
How come no one did that then?

And how come all of a sudden when all 
this pressure comes down from Washing
ton they want an arrest, and they mean 
right away . Why is it, all of a sudden a 
couple days'later, they got an arrest? And 
they’re so expert, if they’re setting up 
surveillance on the river and they hear 
some splash, where there had been at 
least 3 bodies already found in that river, 
why didn’t they drag that river that day? 
Why didn’t they drag the river 
that morning? Why did they have to wait 
3 days for some fisherman to find a 
body? And that’s still puzzling me — 
why? why?

I just want to know, and I hope the rest 
of you want to know, and everybody else 
in this country for that matter — who is 
all involved? And I hope we can find this 
out before the trial is over with. And I 
hope everybody don’t, when the trial is 
over, say everything is at ease, everything 
is at peace now, because it’s not that way. 
All this is centered around the investiga
tion of Wayne Williams. What about the 
other kids — who killed them? I talked to 
Major Taylor (a local police official). I 
said you mean to say you put all your 
manpower of investigation on the Wayne 
Williams investigation? What about the 
other kids? OK, if he’s tied in with 9 or 
10, what about the other 15 or 16,18 or 20 
kids? Who killed them? I said, man, if 
you think I’m just going to sit back and 
cross my legs about who killed my 
daughter, you got to be crazy. I. want to 
know who killed her. I want to know who 
killed the rest of these kids.

Atlanta 
Murders
Continued from page 7
All we are on is circumstantial evidence 
and to me that is not good enough. Now 
I’m not saying Wayne Williams is inno
cent, I’m not, he could be very much guil
ty . But if he is guilty, if he is in any kind of 
way responsible, maybe not for the actual 
murder, but maybe for taking them or 
persuading them to go off or offering 
them some money to go off or whatever
— then who else is involved? Who is sup
plying the money to pay for so many 
things that went down? Somebody is be
hind this that has money. We don’t even 
know what part the government plays in 
this; they’ve been experimenting on Black 
kids for years. They used our babies to 
experiment for syphilis.

Dick (Gregory) and I sat down for 
hours and hours, days and days, last year 
and tried to figure out: what part is the 
federal playing in this? The only thing I 
had to say to him was, “Well, Dick, if 
they are using the kids or the bodies for 
this interferon or whatever you call it, 
then how are you going to send the fede
ral government to arrest the federal gov-( 
ernment?” And I hate to say this about 
some mothers, but I couldn’t even get 
some of the mothers to demand to see the 
skulls. Because how do we know these are 
these kids’ skulls? How do we know that? 
No one could tell me that about my child, 
but her body was so that I could identify 
it. But still she had an ear missing; she had 
her bottom lip missing. Who’s doing the 
horrible things? There was panties stuff
ed in her mouth.

I went to identify two of the other kids’ 
bodies — I went to make funeral arrange
ments — and their sex organ on the head 
of it was cut off, and I’m sorry if it 
sounds a little gross — but that’s the way 
it was, that’s what I seen with my own 
two eyes and I don’t care what the media 
tells you, I don’t care what anybody else 
tells you. I went back there with the mo
thers. I went back there to the point that 
I’m even barred out of all funeral homes 
now. ’Cause 1 seen it, I pulled the sheet 
back and seen for myself. Now if there’s 
someone getting their kicks off of killing 
the kids, then what are they doing with 
the head of the penis? What are hypoder
mic needle marks doing on it? So we need 
to examine what’s being heard and 
what’s being seen and find out who is kill
ing our kids.

And why are these people going forth
— if they’ve actually seen something; 
then we should ask, “Why are you going 
forth now when you didn’t go forth a 
year ago, if you’ve seen Wayne with these 
people, these kids?” And to top it off, 
now they are saying he hated Blacks, he 
hated low-class Blacks, first his motive 
was sex, now it’s racist. He can’t stand his 
own color now, he can’t stand poverty- 
stricken kids now. So what are they going 
to come up with next?

And you know, Black people, we are 
so darned programmed to believe what 
we see and hear on TV and that’s it. And 
we add to it and we pass it along and 
don’t even worry about it. I had a psychic 
call me tonight. She was telling me, 
“Yeah, Wayne Williams did it all.” I 
said, “Well, who else was with him?” 
Yeah, I wasted a lot of money going out 
to her house these last past 16-17 months, 
a lot of money. She had me digging up 
graves where dogs were at. She had peo
ple running me off of their property. 
She’s a Black, supposed to be psychic. 
But you know I’m following anything be
cause I’m looking for anything that can 
lead me to or show me who’s killing these 
kids. And I think I would jump at any
thing somebody was telling me some 
months back.

But then she was telling me Wayne 
Williams did it. She said, “You know 
that man in my dreams I was telling you 
about — yeah that’s him, yeah, Wayne 
Williams, and he killed every one of those 
kids.” I said, “Yeah, OK, if you hey 
something else let me know, call me back 
and let me know.” Now isn’t that funny 
that none of these psychics could say the 
name at first and then all of a sudden it 
was Wayne Williams in their vision.

So we got to stop and listen and think 
before we say anything. We need to do 
that before we condemn that man. 1 m 
just glad I’m not one of the jurors, be-
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ed in Miami and Chaltanooga.
Beyond all that, the bourgeoisie crank

ed up their propaganda machine to go 
after any “wild and crazy ideas that the 
youth murders were in any way racially 
motivated.” Now, I have an example 
here, not to simply pinpoint this one Un
cle Tom but to try and zero in on what 
was characteristic of what these Toms 
and the bourgeoisie generally were saying 
at the time. 1 have an article written by 
Carl T. Rowan, a nationally known 
Black columnist. What did he say in the 
article back in March, 1981? He said: 
“We have had other mass killings which 
entrance and/or horrify this country: the 
‘Boston Strangler,' New York’s ‘Son of 
Sam,’ Illinois’ John Wayne Gacy, Jr. 
and his killing of 33 men and boys, the 
killings by Richard Speck and the brutal 
first degree murder attributed to Charles 
Manson.. ,we have those and too many 
other cases to remind us how vulnerable 
modern society is to sick people who hear 
the'cry of ‘demons’ or ‘God,’ as in the 
Jonestown, Guyana massacre, or whose 
grievances against Mom, or Dad or socie
ty render them psychopathic killers... 
But the deaths in Atlanta raised destruc
tive factors that have not been present in 
other mass killings. Because all the 
Atlanta victims had been Black 
children.. .there is a tendency wherever 
Blacks gather to leap to the poisonous, 
and yet unfounded, conclusion that the 
murders are the work of a white person 
or group...this is easy for Blacks to

sification of that oppression now.
Other speakers have already begun to 

dig into the role that the state played dur
ing the period that these murders were 
going on and since, and I want to try to 
deepen that exposure. But first of all, 
what do we mean when we talk about the 
state? What is the state? The state, from 
the Marxist-Leninist standpoint, is 
nothing more than an organ for the sup
pression of one class by another. In this 
country the state is the political and 
military arm of the capitalist class, even 
though it tries to appear as a “neutral ' 
umpire” which exists for the purpose of 
“reconciling” differences between 
classes. But in fact, the state, as Lenin 
points out in Stale and Revolution, is “a 
product of the irreconcilability of class 
antagonisms,"

What was the role of the state in rela
tion to the murders here? Well, prior to 
the explosion at the day care center at the 
Bowen Homes housing project, the 
authorities ignored the murders. But 
after that explosion, Maynard Jackson’s 
administration scrambled to cover up the 
role that it had played previously. The 
Black power structure did not suddenly 
develop “concern” for the murdered 
youth; no, their real concern was to pre
vent an explosion of an entirely different' 
type than the one that ripped apart the 
day care center at Bowen Homes, killing 
4 children and one teacher. An Atlanta 
Constitution columnist expressed the 
desperation of the bourgeoisie at that 
time: “I’m not one of Maynard 
Jackson’s fans. But he’s the mayor, and 
the ball is in his court. And I’m also 
counting on him.. .go to those people, 
mayor. Soothe them. Stroke them. If you 
have to, stay with them 24 hours a 
day...so go, Mr. Mayor. Take Lee 
Brown and George Napper with you. 
Call in Hosea Williams and A. Reggie 
Eaves... forget politics. Go work your 
tails off to save this city from brewing 
hate.” Jackson and some of the best Un
cle Toms went to Bowen Homes right 
after the explosion but could not cool out 
the anger.

When the Black youth murders 
became a national and international 
issue, after the explosion at Bowen 
Homes, the system finally took ac
tion— against the people'. The weekend 
searches for the bodies of missing and 
murdered youth began, a ploy designed 
to cool out the anger of the masses. 
Scores of police began flooding the Black 
neighborhoods. A curfew was ordered 
against the youth, and by March over 
1500 youth had been cited for curfew 
violations. Road blocks were set up and 
100 state troopers were brought in to 
bolster the police. And in one of his more 
disgusting moves, Maynard Jackson held 
a press conference as he sat behind stacks 
of money totalling $100,000 which was 
raised as a reward fund. “Money talks,” 
Jackson said al the press conference. 
And thousands of dollars were earmark
ed for police helicopters like the ones us-

make decisions. It is the people as a whole 
who have to demand certain things. You 
cannot depend on a political structure, 
whether it’s in the hands of Black people, 
or whether it’s in the hands of white peo
ple — a political structure that has been 
set up to deny you access, that has been 
systematically set up to oppress you and 
keep you down. And what I would hope 
to come forward from this teach-in, and 
similar activities, is not to get concerned 
about Wayne Williams, but to get con
cerned about building a movement. 
Where that movement takes issue, and 
takes a stand on things that affect our 
people as a whole. That’s what I would 
like to see come out of this.

bourgeoisie no longer has use for Black 
politicians, because they do. What I am 
saying is that there are differences within 
the ranks of the bourgeoisie concerning 
the best method to contain the masses. 
The imperialists are quite concerned 
about the ability of people like Jackson to 
hold the Black masses in check, as the 
crisis deepens and as things accelerate 
toward a showdown between the im
perialist bloc headed up by the U.S. and 
the imperialist bloc headed up by the 
Soviet Union. It is in this context that the 
imperialists are forced to rely more on 
open repression and the unofficial terror 
of reactionary forces, which brings me to 
my last point.

While it is not clear who the killers 
were, or their motives, or their links to the 
bourgeoisie—though such links very like
ly exist—but there is tremendous 
evidence which points to the role of the 
state in protecting, and encouraging the 
killers, and basically “aiding and abet
ting” the murderers. They have never 
been concerned with finding the killers, 
and I think that farce down on Mitchell 
Street (the site of the courthouse where 
Wayne Williams is being tried) only 
serves to underscore that point. I don’t 
give a damn how much they try to pro
test. They never tried to find the 
perpetrators of these heinous crimes! 
(And just a word for the respectable 
citizens' who might not think that the 
bourgeoisie would stoop so low as to par
ticipate in the murder of children. I can 
only say that these atrocious and 
despicable crimes—the systematic kill
ings of these Black youth—are far down 
on the list of atrocities that this im
perialist system has committed and is 
committing throughout the world.) But 
beyond protecting and covering up for 
the murderers, the bourgeoisie used the 
killings to tighten up their state apparatus 
and to further unleash their reactionary 
social base—from sections of the people 
including even within the working class, 
who more or less benefit from the spoils 
that imperialism has ripped off from the 
masses of exploited and oppressed and 
degraded people throughout the world. 
They’re unleashing these forces to 
prepare the fight to make America No. 1 
again in (he world.

While it is true that in the world today 
the contradiction between the rival im
perialist blocs headed up by the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union is intensifying and pro
pelling things toward another world war, 
it is also true that the imperialist system is 
literally full of contradictions and one of 
the sharpest contradictions is national 
oppression. That contradiction has given 
rise to intense and even all out revolu
tionary struggle in the recent period. 
From Iran to El Salvador to Afghanistan 
to Brixton and Miami. These 
developments are of grave concern to the 
U.S. imperialists who can only pull their 
system out of the ever deepening crisis 
that it is sinking into by waging and winn
ing a war and preventing revolution from 
occurring in various places around the 
world. This is the context in which, in this 
country, the imperialists are openly resor
ting to more open terror and unleashing 
reactionary sections of the masses to 
carry out unofficial terror against volatile 
sections of the masses, particularly the 
oppressed peoples concentrated in large 
numbers in the lowest sections of the 
working class, who can play a powerful 
role in igniting and inspiring broader sec
tions of the proletariat and the people as a 
whole. This underscores a point that 
Lenin made: “The future revolution will 
not be so much a struggle of the people 
against the government as a struggle bet
ween two sections of the poeple. The

the people are few in number. But as the 
struggle grows rporc acute, they become 
more and more organized and receive 
support from the reactionary strata of the 
bourgeoisie.” What Lenin says here is 
real and important in terms of the situa
tion in this country today. And 1 think the 
crisis here has underscored the fact that 
the bourgeoisie is not unaware of the 
revolutionary potential among Black 
people and oppressed peoples in this 
country as they sought to suppress that 
potehtial, while unleashing and giving aid 
to that reactionary social base that they 
will increasingly rely on as the crisis of the 
imperialist system deepens.

I’d like to close by reading a quote 
from the most recent issue of \heRevolu-

Continued on page 23

The banner behind me reflects the 
theme of this teach in: “Only the people 
can close the case of the Atlanta Black 
youth murders.” That’s very important 
to grasp right now because it concen
trates what is going on with the Wayne 
Williams trial. The ruling class is trying 
to close the case of the 28 murdered 
Black youth with a conviction of 
Williams. But whether set up or mixed 
up, Williams’ guilt or innocence is only 
part of the picture. The bourgeoisie is 
frantically struggling to “close the 
book” on the murders and to win sec
tions of the masses to their twisted and 
upside down summation of the Black 
youth murders here in Atlanta: that the 
murders were nothing more than the 
work of a “lone, derranged Black man 
who hates poor Blacks;" that the 
murders are just another case of “Black 
on Black crime;” and that Black people, 
and not the imperialist system, are their 
own worst enemy. That summation, not 
surprisingly, lets the system off the hook 
by obscuring the state’s role in “aiding 
and abetting” the killers; it tries to 
obliterate the long history of oppression 
that Black people and other oppressed 
peoples have suffered, and continue to 
suffer, in this country; and it also further 
unleashes and encourages an openly 
stinking and rotten to the core section of 
the social base of the imperialists.

The oppression of Black people, 
Chicano people, Puerto Rican people 
and other oppressed nationalities is an in
tegral part of imperialism. In fact, the 
oppression of whole nations and peoples 
is an integral part of the imperialist 
system worldwide and the imperialists 
derive extra fat profits from the domina
tion and plunder of nations and peoples.

What arises from the oppression of 
Black people and other oppressed 
peoples is a superstructure of national 
oppression which not only justifies, rein
forces and helps perpetuate that oppres
sion but, also relies heavily on attacks 
and terrorism, particularly in times of 
crisis and imperialist war. It is during 
such times that the imperialists are forced 
to pull the noose lighter around the necks 
of Black people and other oppressed na
tionalities and when they fear most the 
revolutionary potential of these oppress
ed peoples, whom they attempt to cudgel 
and club into submission through official 
and unofficial terror. It has been during 
such times that the bourgeoisie has 
unleashed, in particular, scum and ver
min like the KKK to do their bidding. 
Let’s be clear on the relationship here: 
the Klan is nothing more than puppets on 
the string of the imperialists; they are not 
lied to backward right-wing elements 
who are out of the mainstream of the 
U.S. ruling circles; they are very much 
the attack dogs of the imperialists who 
are revived in times of political and 
economic crisis to foam in reaction and 
to smash the struggle of the masses 
against the ruling class.

So, despite the protests of the 
bourgeoisie, a person would have to be 
an ostrich or a damn fool not to make the 
assumption that the systematic killings of 
Black youth in this city over the past cou
ple of years were not aimed at terrorizing 
the Black masses, given the history of 
lynch terror against Black people and op
pressed people generally and the inlen-

believe in a time of resurgence by the Ku 
Klux Klan and far right religious zea
lots—and of a general official disregard, 
if not contempt, for minorities and the 
poor...So many Blacks seem un
prepared to believe that it could be a 
Black man in a cop’s uniform, or some 
other official dog, who is killing these 
children. That makes these Atlanta 
tragedies especially corrosive in terms of 
race relations... We Blacks must ‘cool it’ 
out of a realization that there are 
thousands of Blacks, unwanted at birth, 
abused as children, self-hating failures as 
adults, who can become as murderously 
sick as Manson and the rest.” This Tom 
is performing a valuable service for the 
bourgeoisie, directing people away from 
the whole experience of Black people in 
this country, and attempting to deflect 
people’s attention away from the role 
that the state has played in protecting and 
encouraging the killers, unlike in the kill
ings Rowan refers to, and using the kill
ings to unleash their reactionary social 
base.

I want to touch on a few more things 
and then wrap up. I want to say a few 
words about the bat patrols, which I 
think again concentrates a lot about the 
role of the state, the relation to the Black 
youth murders. When the masses took 
up baseball bats and guns in defense of 
themselves and the children, the 
bourgeoisie went crazy. The bat patrol in 
Techwood Homes was called 
“vigilantes.” In fact, several so-called 
Black leaders called a press conference to 
denounce the masses at Techwood 
Homes as “vigilantes.” But at the same 
time that the bat patrols were going on in 
Techwood Homes the bourgeoisie ran a 
series of articles in the local press on 
“survivalists." They ran a three-part 
series on the “survivalists"; those from 
among the social base of the imperialists 
who are arming themselves and setting 
up strongholds in rural areas in prepara
tion for revolutionary onslaught from 
the masses. They are groups of reac
tionary whites who are preparing to do 
the bidding of the imperialists. But these 
reactionary masses are called “sur
vivalists” but the masses who took to 
arms in Techwood Homes were “vigi
lantes.” Dig it?! But after the killers 
snatched a resident of Techwood Homes, 
Eddie “Bubba” Duncan, and killed him, 
dumping his body in the Chattahoochee 
River, the attacks on the bat patrol took 
another twist; the bourgeoisie tried to lay 
blame for Bubba Duncan’s murder at the 
feet of the bat patrols. “They attracted 
the killer.”

The Black politicians and the Black 
power structure was used very effectively 
during the period of the murder of the 
Black youths here. They played an active 
role in containing the masses of Black 
people. Now, some people will actually 
argue that the murders were part of an ef
fort to discredit the Black power struc
ture. But it is not so simple as that. First 
of all we have to understand how and 
why people like Maynard Jackson got in
to public office. It was not a great ad
vance for Black people when Blacks got 
voted into office in several cities back in 
the ’60s and ’70s, despite what some 
folks might say. The bourgeoisie pro
moted Black politicans and overall built 
up Black bourgeois and petty bourgeois 
forces in that period as part of a conces
sion to the struggle but more fundamen
tally as an attack on the Black liberation 
struggle, as a way tocool out the struggle.

There are contradictions within the 
bourgeoisie involving Black politicans 
but those contradictions center around 
the question of how to contain the Black 
masses Let’s be clear that Jackson and ....... „cvuull3 U1 ,llc ........
Andy Young are part of the bourgeois . enemies of our revolution from among
state, which, as I pointed out, is nothing “------- ’ - ■ ■ - ■*--
more than an organ for the suppression 
of one class by another. They’re in the 
enemy camp. I don’t care how long their 
afros are or how much they call 
themselves brother, the Youngs and the 
Jacksons are not the brothers of the 
masses of Black people, but are instead 
the junior partners of the bourgeoisie 
They’re in the enemy camp...

Now, it is true that in political crises 
such as the one that the bourgeoisie has 
been faced with in Atlanta, contradic
tions break out even within the camp of 
the enemy. And that is no less true in the 
case of Atlanta, where in fact con
tradictions did break out within the 
bourgeoisie involving the Black power 
structure... I am not saying that the
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and ’65. Because those armed community 
patrols were out there protecting the 
community from what they called Black 
vagrants and vandals, and rapists and 
robbers, and all other manner of non
sense. But they had patrols and nothing 
was said about it.

So there had to be, first, the whole idea 
of a blackout; they tried all the peaceful, 
passive, non-violent idiots and their 
three-piece suits to remind everybody to 
stay calm. Let’s not get guns, let’s get 
ourselves a green ribbon and symbolically 
wear it. Let’s have a sit-in or a candle
lighting somewhere, and do anything — a 
sing-in, a picnic, a feast — anything ex
cept something that would positively stop 
the children from being killed. Now it’s 
human nature that, if you know some
one, if you have an inkpen like this, or if 
you got some money, and suddenly you 
find someone is stealing your money — 
certainly you want to stop them. But the 
first thing you do is you take your money 
and put it in your pocket, under lock and 
key ... and that’s what we attempted to 
do with our children. First of all, to create 
an environment where children could run 
the streets, play, do whatever they had to 
do and feel safe because there was the 
adults there protecting them. Secondly — 
of course, we never got that far thanks to 
the interference of the police — was to 
organize the community in such a way 
that self-defense not only became one of 
the major activities that people were 
engaging in, but that self-education and 
consciousness-raising became a part of 
the community and would be things that 
could work for a change. So the com
munity came together. It started to work 
towards organizing, not believing in 
psychics, not believing in cultists, not 
bogging itself down with questions of 
whether or not the person who was ac
tually killing the children were Black,

Atlanta and in this country is lynching, 
and murder, and castration, and mutila
tion. There ain’t no normal to go back to. 
And the situation over a period of months 
had gotten to the point where almost 
every morning, you’d wake up and be 
afraid to turn on the radio. Because you 
just didn’t want to hear it no more. You 
know, and to myself and other people 
that I’ve talked to, not only didn’t we 
want to hear it any more, we started to 
question ourselves as to why it was hap
pening. Who’s doing it? Why are they 
picking on us? What is going to be our re
sponse? Things that should have been ob
vious to us from the beginning. That the 
kids are being killed because they live in 
America. If there’s anyone who is guilty 
of murdering the children — not only the 
children in these particular cases, but the 
children in the cases previous to this, the 
grown men in the cases previous to this, 
and the women in the cases previous to 
this — it was the American society. So 
now where do we find ourselves? We find 
ourselves with a government we can’t 
trust, we find ourselves with police offi
cials who are not only unable, but by all 
appearances uninterested in protecting 
the community. So the community at that 
point has to do something to protect it
self. And that’s what people saw happen
ing in Techwood.

People started raising questions like, 
what can we do? And coming up with an
swers like, well shit, if we get a couple of 
people together and go up to Buckhead 
and kill some white kids, or some people' 
were so crazy to say, if we went to Cab
bagetown and killed some white kids, 
then the tables would turn, and people 
would stop killing our kids. Now why in 
the world would one Black worker want 
to go to a white working community to 
kill the white workers’ kids? Because the 
ruling class has a structure set up to kill 
both of their kids. They bring in a psychic 
and she runs around, and the mayor goes 
around and all these educated people 
with degrees go around with her, and she 
says it’s somebody Black. Everybody 
says it’s somebody Black. We said we 
didn’t care who it was, if they came in 
Techwood Homes fucking with our kids, 
that was going to be their ass. And May
nard and them didn’t like it. Not only did 
Maynard not like it, the President didn’t 
like it. And the industrial power struc
ture. So this type of thing had to be stop
ped. All of a sudden, organizations like 
the Guardian Angels, who the city didn’t 
like at first — Lee Brown all over the 
place hollering about there are no sub
ways in Atlanta — they began to look 
good to them. Now they really didn’t 
mind us having patrols. Okay, you could 
have a patrol any place in the city of At
lanta in the Black community, armed 
with all the weapons in the world, as long 
as you didn’t tell nobody. Okay. Because 
see, again, telling people destroys the na
tion’s confidence in these Black leaders 
who are supposed to have a lid on every
thing.

And you start to see things come out in 
the paper like who are the leaders? ... 
Not because they were concerned about 
us forming patrols. But they were con
cerned about the community organizing 
themselves in an armed manner. Now the 
police and the state came in and said first 
of all, there can’t be no self-defense. They 
tried to take all the guns we had. There’s 
6,000 people that live in Techwood. 
There are probably about 20,000 guns 
out there. They said they had had a major 
victory. But not only that, they then came 
into the community ... and attempted to 
counter-organize (people) into a group
ing that they could juxtapose to the legiti
mate organization of the people in the 
community. They gave them station 
wagons; we couldn’t even get walkie 
talkies from them. They gave them sta
tion wagons and loudspeakers, big Moto
rola communication sets, whistles, 
clothes, and all manner of stuff, because 
these people were saying, “Let’s be non
violent, and wait for the police to protect 
our.kids.”

But the more startling thing is that in 
1968, when Techwood Homes was all 
white, they had an armed patrol out 
there. Tenants wearing guns, without 
permits, walking around patrolling the 
community. But much further than that, 
making arrests, stopping people, check
ing people’s identification, harassing 
people, hassling people. If you were 
Black and knew anything about the city 
of Atlanta, you wouldn’t go to Tech
wood too much in ’68 and ’67, and ’66

white, male, female. We didn’t need to 
know those questions, the answers to 
those questions, right then. We knew that 
Black children were being killed. We 
knew we lived in America but more 
specifically in the south and that if Black 
children were being killed, it had to be 
racist if it was somebody from Mars kill
ing the kids. Because we didn’t leave our 
kids out, to beset up and to be killed. The 
country and the society did that. Kids up
— and the way you have to look at it is up
— in Buckhead, they have places to go 
and play, and nice, safe, secure com
munities. You don’t have that down here.

I’m not going to go into actually what 
all happened in Techwood, I think that 
the history of what happened during that 
week has been repeated enough for peo
ple to be fairly familiar with it. I do want 
to say this, as it has been said before. 
There is a class structure existing in the 
country. The city of Atlanta perhaps 
serves as one of the most realistic micro
cosms of that class structure to be found 
anywhere in the country or for that mat
ter in the world perhaps. It’s fortunate, 
though, that the people who’ve lived in 
the poorer communities here are smart 
enough, wise enough, and intelligent 
enough that that class structure is the first 
thing they see. For the entire week, every 
city official from the mayor’s office 
down to the lowest beat officer on the 
police force, came into Techwood to at
tempt to talk the community out of the 
idea as a whole, and two, that if they 
wouldn’t oppose the idea, to at least op
pose the people who were actively partici
pating in the patrol. But this was to no ef
fect. The community knows an awful lot. 
And the community did not just start 
fighting and protesting and struggling for 
survival yesterday. It has been a struggle 
that has lasted some 400,500 years, and a 
lot of experience has come from it,

Atlanta
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honory porker (No. 141), “The murders 
oi the Black youth in Atlanta were not 
only testimony to the daily oppression of 
Blacks in this country, but to the tremen- 
dous intensification of that oppression 
that has already started and will greatly 
increase in the period ahead. They are a 
powerful indictment of this system, one 
that will surely come back to haunt the 
bourgeoisie no matter how much they try 
to bury the truth.”

Thank you.

Continued from page 2
search in the department’s history.”

As mentioned, it is the youth who have 
been the primary target of this 
crackdown. High school students in the 
vicinity of the shooting described how 
martial law type measures were imposed 
on them for two days. Cops set up side
walk checkpoints outside the school to 
frisk the brothers as they got out of 
school, check all l.D.sand “fill the jails” 
in that district with youth. On February 
11 cops surrounded Foster Park, a 
regular youth hangout, with scores of 
squad cars and paddy wagons and 
swooped down, frisking everyone and 
hauling some down to the police station. 
The cops made it clear (hat anyone who 
offered the least resistance to these tactics 
would be taken in, making no pretense of 
busting those who “look like the 
suspects.”

One man who bailed his cousin out of 
jail told the RIV of the ordeal the youth 
had been through. When he refused to 
respond to an intense interrogation, the 
youth was thrown into a dark room. 
There tape was placed over his mouth to 
suppress any screams as the cops whip
ped his ankles with a heavy rubber hose. 
After shuffling the youth around to dif
ferent lockups so his family couldn’t find 
him, he was finally released. But this ob
ject lesson in bourgeois dictatorship has 
been dismissed as a problem of “wound
ed egos."

Media Campaign
The arrest of Andrew and Jackie 

Wilson, the two brothers charged in the 
shootings, was the signal for a new fever 
pitch of racist hysteria concerning gangs 
and the purported leniency of the 
criminal justice system. All of this is 
nothing new. For months the media has 
been selectively reporting certain “Black 
and white" crimes to evoke the image of 
roving bands of youth marauding 
through the city victimizing innocent 
citizens. Reams of newspaper coverage 
and hours of air lime have been devoted 
to the story of a suburban teenager raped 
by nine youths, of two old women beaten 
in their home on the Southside and of

another gang rape during a concert at the 
International Amphitheatre. All of this 
has been broadcast far and wide, in lurid 
detail.

Needless to say, all the strident calls 
for “law and order” coming off these at
tacks have hardly been motivated by con
cern for the “victims” or for “human 
life.” The same week that the alleged 
ringleader of the Ampitheater rape was 
sentenced to 339 years in prison, the cops 
who murdered Richard Ramey, a Black 
man viciously beaten to death for the 
crime of smoking a cigarette on an 
elevated train, were sentenced to 2-1/2 
years and 8 years respectively; they are 
still free pending appeal. How to account 
for the huge disparity in these sentences? 
No doubt the judge took into account the 
fact that Ramey’s killers, being Chicago 
police officers, were “doing God’s 
work."

The banner of "getting tough on cri
minals” and “cleaning up the gangs” be
ing so righteously hoisted by every two- 
bit politician around these days is 
nothing but a cover for the violent sup
pression of a very politically volatile sec
tor of society—Black youth in particular 
and the lower strata of the proletariat in 
general. To this end, starting with 
Cabrini-Green a year ago, police patrols 
in the public housing projects have been 
beefed up considerably. Even a routine 
incident where teenagers slashed seats on 
the Chicago Transit Authority was used 
by Mayor Jane Byrne as a pretext for 
posting 230 additional cops on bus routes 
serving the high schools. At the same 
time measures to disarm the masses 
through city gun control legislation have 
been pushed by the City Council. But as 
the experience of the recent gestapo-style 
raids on the Southside shows, all these 
measures ultimately make the situation 
all the more tense and explosive, illustra
ting a very deep problem indeed for the 
bourgeoisie. 

Chumurenga Jenga
Chumurenga Jenga is a community ac- 

ti vist and one of the organizers of the Ron 
Carter Techwood Homes bat patrol.

Well, let me start off by saying my 
name is Chumurenga Coriga Seminole 
Jenga.

The problem here with killing the kids 
is actually nothing new, as has been 
brought out before. I’ll try not to go over 
too many things that have been touched 
on already. They have been killing Black 
people in this country almost as long as 
they have had Black people over here. 
Though while the problem is nothing 
new, it seems like a lot of us, and when I 
say us 1 mean the larger community, have 
taken on the idea that there is something 
new that has taken place since the time 
the country started and the ’50s, the ’60s 
and the ’70s and on up till today. Where 
people started to look for justice, from an 
unjust society. Failing to remember that 
all the time that we live in the United 
States of America, there is nothing just 
about this society, and there can be no
thing just about this society. For poor 
people it’s always going to be the same 
tragic, agonizing, horrifying hell that it 
has been since the day it was conceived. It 
has been, it can’t be anything else; if it 
was anything else it wouldn’t be the Unit
ed States.

But the situation with Atlanta .... 
Specifically and importantly if we see 
Hosea Williams works out of Atlanta, 
Joseph Lowry works out of Atlanta, the 
national headquarters of the SCLC is on 
Auburn Avenue in Atlanta, Julian Bond 
and Maynard Jackson and Andrew 
Young and all manner of other quote un
quote Black Leaders live and operate out 
of the city of Atlanta. Black middle-class 
personnel who people know all across the 
world who don’t live in Atlanta, operate 
in Atlanta, take orders out of Atlanta.

Dr. King’s grave is in Atlanta. Mrs. 
King lives in Atlanta. You’ve got all man
ner of middle-class cooling-out type of 
people living in Atlanta who have some 
type of notoriety. When a Miami jumps 
off, these people can go and get on a 
plane at the direction of the president or 
the governor, or somebody else, Rocke
feller or somebody, and go to Miami and 
say, “Please don’t riot, this is not Dr. 
King’s way.” And say, “Let’s not do 
this, let’s march and sing ‘We Shall Over
come’ and go to the other side of town to 
have a weenee roast” — and people 
would go. What’s the importance of this? 
If they can’t lead the people in their own 
home because the people in their own 
home know them, know what rascals, 
crooks and scoundrels they are, when 
there is a crisis in their own home, if they 
can’t cool it out they have no more use to 
the government or the ruling class, 
because other people in other parts of the 
country start to see that for some reason 
or another about 400,000 Black people 
who live in Atlanta and see these people 
every day, ain’t got no faith in them.

So it becomes super important at that 
point to keep down any type of distur
bance in Atlanta .... They put these 
people up throughout this thing to say, 
“Here are your leaders, here is what your 
leadership wants you to do.” Anybody 
else such as Mrs. Taylor who says any
thing or opens her mouth is not a Black 
leader, primarily because the Fords, the 
Rockefellers and Mellons didn’t say she 
could be no Black leader today. But she s 
not a Black leader, she is a rabble rouser, 
someone acting on false information. 
She’s someone who is just disturbed be
cause her child has been killed and 
really shouldn’t be paid any attention to. 
After a while the whole thing’s going to 
cool out and everything will be back to 
normal.

The-problem is that back to normal tn wo
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